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The conditional independence assumption imposed by the hidden Markov models
(HMMs) makes it difficult to model temporal correlation patterns in human speech.
Traditionally, this limitation is circumvented by appendig the first and second-order
regression coefficients to the observation feature vectors. Although this leads to im-
proved performance in recognition tasks, we argue that a straightforward use of dy-
namic features in HMMs will result in an inferior model, due to the incorrect handling
of dynamic constraints. In this thesis I will show that an HMMcan be transformed
into a Trajectory-HMM capable of generating smoothed output mean trajectories, by
performing a per-utterance normalisation. The resulting model can be trained by either
maximising model log-likelihood or minimising mean generation errors on the training
data. To combat the exponential growth of paths in searching, the idea of delayed path
merging is proposed and a new time-synchronous decoding algorithm built on the con-
cept of token-passing is designed for use in the recognitiontask. The Trajectory-HMM
brings a new way of sharing knowledge between speech recogniti n and synthesis
components, by tackling both problems in a coherent statistical framework. I evalu-
ated the Trajectory-HMM on two different speech tasks usingthe speaker-dependent
MOCHA-TIMIT database. First as a generative model to recover articulatory features
from speech signal, where the Trajectory-HMM was used in a complementary way
to the conventional HMM modelling techniques, within a joint Acoustic-Articulatory
framework. Experiments indicate that the jointly trained acoustic-articulatory models
are more accurate (having a lower Root Mean Square error) than the separately trained
ones, and that Trajectory-HMM training results in greater accuracy compared with
conventional Baum-Welch parameter updating. In addition,the Root Mean Square
(RMS) training objective proves to be consistently better than the Maximum Likeli-
hood objective. However, experiment of the phone recognitio ask shows that the
MLE trained Trajectory-HMM, while retaining attractive properties of being a proper
generative model, tends to favour over-smoothed trajectories among competing hy-
pothesises, and does not perform better than a conventionalHMM. We use this to
build an argument that models giving a better fit on training data may suffer a reduc-
tion of discrimination by being too faithful to the trainingdata. Finally, experiments
on using triphone models show that increasing modelling detail is an effective way to
leverage modelling performance with little added complexity in training.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The book “Computer Speech Processing” (Fallside and Woods,1985) published some
23 years ago begins with the following: “Research in speech rognition and synthesis
is one of the more fascinating areas of research today, both as an investigation into
human abilities and as an emerging engineering discipline”. Indeed, looking back at
the last 20 years history of speech processing research, onewill be surprised by how
much progress has been made. Modern automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems
based on hidden Markov models (HMMs), coupled with advancedacoustic modelling
and speaker adaptation techniques, have achieved word error rates as low as 10% on
speaker independent broadcast news recognition tasks (Liuet al., 2005). In speech
synthesis, sophisticated concatenated and model-based syt ms are able to produce in-
telligible, natural-sounding speech that can be easily adapted to different voices (Black
and Taylor, 1997; Yamagishi and Kobayashi, 2007).
Despite these advances, many of the basic research principles employed in speech
research have remained unchanged. In particular, the two core pr blems of speech
processing, namely speech recognition and synthesis, havelargely been tackled dif-
ferently and each has its own dedicated framework designed ad developed over the
years. In speech recognition, classes of sub-word speech units are modelled by sta-
tistical models such as HMMs with model parameters estimated from speech data. In
speech synthesis, optimisation models are now used to produce a realisation of speech
by minimising some cost functions over the concatenated sub-word modelling units.
The similarity between the techniques used in today’s speech recognition and synthesis
suggests that it might be possible to integrate the two problems into a unified statisti-
cal framework. The benefit of such an integration would include a deeper knowledge
sharing between the recognition and synthesis components,and a computational model
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closer to the human speech skill acquisition process that involves the “simultaneous”
learning of speech perception and of speech production (Fallside, 1992).
The idea of integrating speech analysis and synthesis is notnew. This principle was
embraced by the developer of the very first vocoder back in the1930s (Dudley, 1939).
The theory behind the vocoder is to analyse the recorded speech to produce a series
of parameters that models the changes of voice over time, such as the fundamental
frequency. In so doing, the speech was compressed into a formthat requires much less
storage space. In the synthesis stage, the process was revered and the fundamental
frequency was created in an oscillator to reconstruct an approximation to the original
waveform. Later attempts to bridge the two problems together include speech recog-
nition using synthesis by rule (Bridle and Ralls, 1985) and acquisition of speech by
machines (ASM) (Fallside, 1992). These efforts, while not tremendously successful
in their day, indicate a way of integrating speech knowledgefor both recogniser and
synthesiser.
A technical difficulty in designing a unified framework for both speech recognition
and synthesis is the lack of a coherent statistical model that can be used for both prob-
lems. HMMs that have been successfully used in ASR as a recognition component,
were found to be inadequate for use as the generative output component in a model-
based synthesis system. The mean output vectors from an HMM have a stepwise
trajectory due to the piecewise stationarity and conditional i dependence assumptions
of the model. The consequence is that the output distribution will be the same over
time as long as the underlying HMM state remains unchanged.
Recent advances in HMM-based speech synthesis bring promise in using HMMs
as a unified modelling tool for both recognition and synthesis. Tokuda et. al. (1995)
discovered a way of producing a smoothed, continuous mean trajec ory from a given
HMM state sequence using Gaussian outputs. The idea is to usedynamic features,
which are usually the first and second order regression coeffiients computed from the
static observation vectors, to impose constraints on the output mean trajectory. This
discovery ultimately led to the development of the Trajectory-HMM (Tokuda et al.,
2004), which can be seen as an HMM with an augmented input, normalised over
the original static observation space. As a proper generativ model, the Trajectory-
HMM overcomes a major weakness of using HMMs in text-to-speech (TTS) synthe-
sis, namely the conditional independence assumption between state outputs. Using
HMMs in model-based speech synthesis has some advantages compared to other ap-
proaches, such as the Unit Selection method (Clark et al., 2007). The whole system is
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parametrised rather than consisting of stored pre-recorded waveforms, and therefore is
trainable. Moreover, HMMs provide a much more compact representationcompared
to the concatenated approach, and are often an order of magnitude smaller. Finally, the
speech produced from an HMM-TTS system has a overall lower variance than Unit
Selection, and the style of the voice can be controlled parametrically (Yamagishi and
Kobayashi, 2007).
The Trajectory-HMM is still in an early stage of developmenta d researchers have
not fully understood its many properties. For example, training a Trajectory-HMM
is computationally much more expensive than Baum-Welch training of HMMs. Al-
though researchers have tried fitting a Trajectory-HMM using Maximum Likelihood
criterion (Tokuda et al., 2004), it may be beneficial to explore ther parameter estima-
tion criterion. Another current difficulty in applying Trajectory-HMM to wider speech
applications is the lack of an decoding algorithm to do the state inference task. Some
have resorted to N-best list rescoring (Tokuda et al., 2004). However, it remains un-
clear what the advantage is of using a full scale Trajectory-HMM decoder. Beside
application in speech synthesis, and some early experiments in ASR using “clean”
data designed for TTS, so far there have been no attempts on other areas of speech
processing using more realistic, and potentially “noisier”, data. The premise for this
research is to explore the possibility of using the Trajectory-HMM in a wider area of
speech processing other than speech synthesis, and to have abetter understanding of
the relationship between the Trajectory-HMM and conventionally trained HMMs.
1.1 Contributions of the Thesis
In this thesis I try to answer some of the research questions regarding the use of the
Trajectory-HMM in speech processing that have not been addressed before. Starting
with the training, I analysed the effect of Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and
proposed a discriminative training criterion based on the mean RMS generation error
that delivers better performance in an articulatory inversion task. Following that, en-
hancement of the modelling details with sub-word units was studied and the use of
triphone units was found to be an effective way of increasingthe modelling power
without resorting to expensive trajectory parameter update, lthough triphone models
were also found to be more likely to suffer overfitting. Furthermore, the use of the
Trajectory-HMM as a recognition model was also explored andovel Trajectory De-
coding algorithm was proposed to create a full scale trajectory decoder that is capable
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of performing phone recognition with grammar constraints,a task previously impos-
sible with N-best list rescoring. On the application side, ajoint acoustic-articulatory
HMM modelling method was created to estimate human articulator movements from
acoustic signal. Each of the main contributions is discussed in detail below:
1. Analysis of Trajectory-HMM Training Methods .
Although Baum-Welch trained parameters have been found to be effective in
trajectory parameter generation algorithm (Tokuda et al.,1995), to take the full
advantage of the Trajectory-HMM, the model parameters needto be trajectory
updated accordingly (Tokuda et al., 2004). In this thesis I investigate the im-
provement of trajectory trained models compared to Baum-Welch trained ones.
Furthermore, there exist different ways of updating model parameters, albeit
with varied levels of computational complexity. One can choose to update mean
parameters only, variance parameters only, or both. Through experiment I expect
to reveal the strength and weakness of different approaches. In addition, an alter-
native training criterion that seeks to minimise Root Mean Square (RMS) mean
generation error on training data was proposed and comparedto the Maximum
Likelihood criterion.
2. New Trajectory Decoding Algorithm.
In this thesis I introduce a new decoding algorithm tailoredfor decoding Trajectory-
HMMs. The algorithm extends the “token-passing” concept for decoding HMMs
and uses a delayed decision to do the decoding, as suggested in (Z n et al., 2004).
This makes it possible to do full scale phone recognition usig Trajectory-HMM.
The decoding algorithm is benchmarked on a phone recognition task.
3. Increase Modelling Details of Trajectory-HMM s.
All the reported experiments on Trajectory-HMMs are based on monophone
models. Although in large scale HMM-based TTS system the basic modelling
unit has been extended using contextual features (Zen et al., 2006), no attempt so
far has tried trajectory training a Trajectory-HMM using sub-phone units, which
potentially can bring better modelling power. In this thesis I will study the ef-
fect of trajectory training triphone HMMs compared to monoph ne ones on an
acoustic-articulatory inversion task.
4. Acoustic-Articulatory Inversion with Trajectory-HMMs.
Estimating the human articulator movements from acoustic signal has been an
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active research topic for decades (Richmond, 2002). Unlikemost attempts on
this task where a direct mapping between the acoustic and articul tory signals
was learnt, the proposed method centres around the idea of jointly ptimising a
single HMM model for both acoustic and articulatory channels. The result is a
compact acoustic-articulatory HMM inversion model that delivers comparable
performance with systems with much more free parameters.
1.2 Structure of Thesis
The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 starts with the general speech mod-
elling problem, it then proceeds to review representative statistical models for cap-
turing speech dynamics. The chapter concludes by drawing a relationship between
Trajectory-HMM and conventional HMM.
Chapter 3 presents the Trajectory-HMM framework used in this esis in detail.
It begins with the problem HMMs face when dynamic features are used. Following
that, a mathematical treatment of the Trajectory-HMM is given, including the transfor-
mation of a normal HMM into a Trajectory model via a per-utterance normalisation.
Training methods are then discussed, including both Maximum Likelihood training
and the newly proposed Minimum RMS training. A decoding algorithm tailored for
the Trajectory-HMM is presented in detail. Followed by the discussion on the issue of
sampling from the model. Finally, the chapter ends with a demonstration on synthetic
data using a one-state delta-chain system.
Chapter 4 puts the theory of Trajectory-HMM into practice, proposing an Acoustic-
Articulatory modelling method for recovering the articulatory movement from speech
signal. The task also serves as a testbed for analysing trajectory parameter update
methods. The inversion problem is first reviewed. Then the methodology of the
Acoustic-Articulatory modelling framework was presented. The experimental results
using acoustic-articulatory parallel data are given together with the analysis of the ef-
fect of MLE training, the comparison between MLE and RMS trained models, and the
difference between three parameter update methods.
Chapter 5 looks at the possibility of increasing the modelling power of Trajectory-
HMM through the use of more detailed modelling units than monophones. To achieve
this, a tree-based triphone clustering method was employed. Triphone systems with
varying numbers of tied-states were created and evaluated on the articulatory inver-
sion task. Experiments indicated that the use of triphone unit is an effective way of
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improving Baum-Welch trained HMMs without resorting to expnsive trajectory train-
ing. However, a trajectory updated triphone system was not found to perform much
better than trajectory updated monophone model, due to problems related to overfit-
ting.
Chapter 6 moves on to address the issue of using the Trajectory-HMM as a recog-
nition component. It starts with a discussion of the difficulty of using Trajectory-HMM
in speech recognition. Then it discusses the trade-off madein signing the trajectory
decoding algorithm and some of the practical limitations ofthe trajectory decoder.
Phone recognition experiments were conducted using two speakers from the corpus
used. The general conclusion is that, while being a good generativ model, in certain
conditions Trajectory-HMM can become “too faithful” to thedata, weakening the dis-
crimination between competing hypothesis. As such, in our experiment a higher phone
error rate was reported compared to a conventionally trained HMMs.
As a conclusion, the final chapter summarises the theoretical and experimental
results of the thesis, and put the Trajectory-HMM into the broader perspective of HMM
modelling: we use to think recognition and synthesis are radically different. As shown
in this thesis, the two sides can be reconciled within the same HMM framework. And
it suggests some new directions for further research.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter reviews typical speech modelling methods for capturing the dynamic as-
pects of speech. It begins by placing the problem within the context of stochastic
modelling. Then it proceeds to exam typical statistical speech models that represent
the state-of-the-art. Over the years, a significant amount of eff rts have been put to
capture dynamic aspects of speech, such as coarticulation,which are difficult for a
plain HMM to model.
2.1 Speech Modelling
Modelling speech statistically means to stochastically capture the relationship between
an utterance represented as a sequence of words,W, and its acoustic representationA,
subject to the available training data. The criterion for the arget relationship varies
from application to application. For Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), we want




P(W | A) (2.1)
For the Text to Speech (TTS) task, the goal is to create a speech synthesiser that will
generate the most likely acoustic realisationÂ, given the word sequenceW1:
Â = argmax
A
P(A | W) (2.2)
1An actual TTS system could include other resources such as contextual and prosodic features in
addition to the word sequenceW.
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A typical speech application is usually divided into a number of probabilistic com-
ponents. For example, using Bayes’ rule, the right hand of (2.1) can be written as:
P(W | A) = p(A | W) ·P(W)
p(A)
(2.3)
here the denominatorp(A) in (2.3), the likelihood of the observation sequence, is a
constant in the maximisation and can be dropped safely. The term p(A |W) represents
the likelihood that the acoustic evidenceA can be generated from the word sequence
W, and is usually referred to as theacoustic model. P(W) is the probability of the word
sequenceW according to some linguistically meanfully criteria, and is often called a
language model. In addition, as a stochastic model, all the model parameters, be they
for p(A | W) or P(W), can be statistically derived from the available training data.
As a trainable system, the parameters can be obtained in sucha way that the task’s
objective functions are optimised on the training data. As aresult, the system can be
automatically ported across domains if additional training data is available. The rest of
this review will focus on the acoustic modelling aspect of stati ical speech modelling.
2.2 Acoustic Models
2.2.1 Hidden Markov Models
For decades, the mainstream acoustic models in ASR have beendomi ated by the hid-
den Markov model (HMM) and its variants (Bahl et al., 1983; Poritz, 1988; Rabiner,
1989). As its name suggests, the component parts from an HMM is a Markov chain
consisting of a set of hidden discrete states and their transi io probabilities. Some of
the states are associated with a probability density functio (PDF) and are collectively
called the emitting states. Others do not have an output funcion and serve as connect-
ing points between HMM units, such as the non-emitting entryand exit states. The
discrete state sequence of an HMM is hidden and the output is modelled by the cor-
responding PDFs associated with each emitting state. In a typical HMM-based ASR
system, the speech signal is parametrised into sequence of frames, each of which is
represented as a low-dimensional vector.
The dimensionality of observation vector of framet, ot , is often 39 in speech recog-
nition, which typically consists of the 12th order Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) or Perceptual linear prediction (PLP) features plus log energy and their first




































Figure 2.1: A left-to-right HMM with 7 states, the first and last of which are non-emitting.
and second-order temporal derivatives. For an HMM withN states, the parameters can
be defined as:
• set of transition probabilitiesai j = P(qt = j | qt−1 = i), the probability of moving
from statei to statej.
• the parameters of the output probability density functionb j(ot) = p(ot | qt = j),
associated with the emitting statej.
The transition probabilities must satisfyΣNj ai j = 1,∀i . The probability density func-
tion for statej at timet, b j(ot), is assumed to be conditionally independent of all other
observations given the discrete stateqt = j. Figure 2.1 illustrates such an HMM where
only emitting states can generate output.
A common choice for the state output function is the multivariate Gaussian distri-
bution whose density function is given by:








(ot −µ j)TΣ j(ot −µ j)
}
(2.5)
whereΣ j andµ j are the covariance matrix and mean vector for the Gaussian distribu-
tion of statej, andp is the dimensionality of the observation vector.
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A Gaussian distributionN (ot | µ j ,Σ j) has only one mode at the meanµ j and is
insufficient to model the acoustic variability in real worldspeech. Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs) are often used instead of single Gaussian densities to provide a richer





CjmN (ot | µ jm,Σ jm) (2.6)
whereM is the number of Gaussian components.Cjn are the mixture weights and
µ jm,Σ jm are the mean and covariance matrix for themth mixture component. To
makeb j(ot) a valid probability density function, the mixture weights must satisfy
∑Mm=1Cjm = 1. The covariance matrix can take various forms, for examplediagonal,
block-diagonal or full covariance matrix (Gales, 1999). For a p-dimensional Gaus-
sian distribution, a diagonal covariance matrix hasp parameters, and a full covariance
matrix hasp(p+1)/2 parameters. The limited amount of training data makes robust
estimation of a full covariance matrix in large HMM system a hard task. Although
some work has been done to reduce the number of parameters of the Gaussian covari-
ance matrix (Axelrod et al., 2002; Olsen and Gopinath, 2004;Bell and King, 2007), it
is more common to use diagonal covariance matrices in a GMM setting.




p(o | λ) = argmax
λ
logp(o | λ) (2.7)
Here the logarithm of the likelihood function is used for mathematical convenience.
The estimation would be straightforward if the speech frame/state alignment of the
training data were known. However, as the state sequence is hidden, there is no closed
form solution. A well-established technique for estimating HMM parameters from an
observation sequence with an unknown state sequence is the Baum-Welch algorithm
(Baum and Petrie, 1966), which is an instance of the expectation maximisation (EM)
algorithm that fits the model parameters to the data iteratively until a local maximum is
reached (Dempster et al., 1977). The algorithm uses the so-called forward-backward
procedure to find the discrete state posterior probabilities and the state conditional
densities given the observation sequence and the current set of parametersλ(t). In
so doing, the forward variable,α j(t), is defined and calculated as the joint likelihood
of the observation sequence up to framet and being in statej at framet; and the
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backward variable,βi(t), is defined and calculated as the posterior likelihood of the
partial observation sequence from framet + 1 to T given being in statej at framet.
Once the alpha and beta variables have been collected, a set of new parametersλ(t+1)
can be estimated fromλ(t). The process is iterated a few times until the likelihood of
the model on the training data converges to a local maxima.
During recognition, input speech is first parametrised intoa sequence of feature
vectors by the signal processing module, which are then mapped into possible se-
quences of HMM states using the Viterbi search, a dynamic programming algorithm
for finding the most likely state sequence, and returns the joint likelihood of the obser-
vation sequence given the model. A language model can be employed in the decoding
process to help constrain the selection to a linguisticallymeaningful state sequence.
In an HMM the basic modelling units (usually phonemes or context-dependent
phonemes) are modelled by a sequence of hidden states (typicall 2-5 states per unit),
and the observed acoustic feature vector at each frameot is assumed to be indepen-
dently generated by the hidden state at that frameqt . In addition, different levels of
HMMs, like word level HMMs and phone level HMMs, can be connected via null tran-
sitions to form a composite HMM. Then the same training and deco ing algorithms can
be applied to this composite HMM with little modification.
There exist many effective techniques to improve the performance of an HMM-
based ASR system including: the use of dynamic (delta) featur s (Furui, 1986) and
context-dependent phoneme units to model short-term depenncies, applying deci-
sion tree-based parameter tying scheme to overcome data sparseness problem (Young
and Woodland, 1994), explicit duration modelling (Hochberg, 1992), training HMMs
discriminatively based on Maximum Mutual Information Estimation (MMIE) or Min-
imum Classification Error (MCE) criteria (Bahl et al., 1986;Valtchev et al., 1997), and
Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) speaker adaptation (Woodland and
Leggetter, 1994).
After decades of experiment and theoretical development, the performance of HMM-
based ASR system has been greatly improved. Yet, a current state-of-the-art HMM-
based speech recogniser still has a word error rate as high as20.7% on an English
telephone speech transcription task (Evermann et al., 2004). This suggests that some
inherent deficiencies of the HMM modelling paradigm may prevent us from going fur-
ther. More specifically, the following three assumptions made by basic HMMs may be
inappropriate for modelling speech patterns (Holmes and Russell, 1999):
1. piecewise stationarity.Speech is split into small segments associated with dis-
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crete states, with instantaneous transitions between those states.
2. conditional independence. The acoustic observation of each frame is modelled
independently given the discrete state of that frame. Beyond that, there is no way
to model correlation between adjacent frames in an HMM.
3. state duration distribution. The state duration distribution of an HMM is a sim-
ple geometric distribution, as a consequence of the “self-loop” transition proba-
bility. Sophistated pronunciation models are required form e complex duration
modelling.
Although none of these assumptions is true for real speech, the independence assump-
tion is regarded by many to be the major drawback of the use of HMM in speech recog-
nition (Ostendorf et al., 1996). It is known that in human speech the same phoneme
can be pronounced differently according to its surroundingphoneme context to ensure
a smooth transition between syllables. This phenomenon, also called coarticulation
in phonology, leads to strong correlations between adjacent speech segments and is
difficult to model with an HMM.
Although developed as a generative model, the HMM is not suitable for generating
a smooth, time-varying trajectory as required in certain applications such as speech
synthesis. Without special treatment (as will be discussedin detail in chapter 3), the
mean output trajectory from an HMM will be constant within a st te and will jump
instantly between state boundaries, which is clearly a verypoor approximation of ob-
served speech trajectories. This is illustrated in figure 2.2.
Partly motivated by these insights, many attempts have beenmade to develop al-
ternative acoustic models that can better handle the dynamic character of speech. A
significant motivation of some of those models is to relax theindependence assump-
tion, which is believed to be the main weakness of HMMs.
2.2.2 Hybrid Connectionist/Markov Model Approach
One successful alternative approach to HMMs is to build acoustic models around Ar-
tificial Neural Networks (ANNs), which is usually referred to asconnectionist speech
recognition. The idea behind the so-called hybrid HMM/ANN systems is to learn di-
rectly a non-linear mapping from sequences of parametrisedsp ech into sequences of
phone/word labels associated with those frames using a neural network, while main-
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File:fsew0_001 Channel:ul_x label: "This was easy for us."
data
HMM mean
Figure 2.2: Example of HMM stepwise mean output trajectory of the 1st
MFCC feature for one recorded utterance. With in each phone, the mean
of the Gaussian state output distribution (red line) remains the same as
long as the underlying HMM state is unchanged, which is clearly wrong
compared to the real data (black line).
taining the underlying Markov network structure (Bourlardnd Morgan, 1993; Robin-
son, 1994).
A typical hybrid ANN system trains multiple-layer perceptrons (MLPs) over a se-
quence of acoustic observations in order to estimate a phoneclass posterior probability
p(qk | ot+Lt−L), whereqk is a given state corresponding to a phone class, andot+Lt−L denotes
parametrised speech over a window of(2L+1) frames. The class posterior probability
p(qk | ot+Lt−L) can be divided byp(qk) to get a scaled likelihood which can be used in
a standard viterbi style decoder in place of the likelihood score of Gaussian mixtures.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the hybrid ANN framework.
Unlike a GMM-based HMM system that does not make efficient useof inter-frame
contextual information, phone posteriors estimated by MLPs can incorporate correla-
tions that span several frames. Indeed, if a recurrent neural network (RNN) is used,
the contextual information from the first frame to several frmes ahead of the current
frame can be incorporated2. Moreover, it can be shown that any linear transforma-
tion may be built into the first layer of an MLP by modifying theweights before the
non-linearity.
Hybrid ANN systems have shown significantly better performance than similar
HMM systems on phone recognition tasks. The recurrent net based system that uses
2In a typical system using a nine-frame context window e.g. (Robinson et al., 2002), the actual phone
posterioris computed asp(qk | ot+41 ), whereot+41 is the observation vector sequence up to framet +4.
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Figure 2.3: Hybrid ANN system: phone class posterior is estimated by MLPs
only monophone models as reported by (Robinson, 1994) has much lower phone clas-
sification error rate on TIMIT database compared to the standard HMM (Lamel et al.,
1986). One might attribute the success of using ANNs in ASR tothe discriminative na-
ture of the system, as the learnt posterior distributionp(qk | ot+Lt−L) may carry important
discriminative information that is useful for ASR but is notusually available in a plain
HMM system. This has been verified in the Tandem approach where appending the
phone posterior feature to the usual acoustic features clearly improve the performance
of the baseline HMM system (Hermansky et al., 2000). That said, ANN modelling
approach has not been very successful using context-dependnt units. Another draw-
back of using ANN in speech recognition is the difficulty of incorporating adaption
technique into the ANN framework, which makes it less attracive than HMMs.
2.2.3 Dynamic Bayesian Networks
Many probabilistic models, such as HMMs and Kalman smoothers, may be regarded as
special instances of a class of general graphical models called Dynamic Bayesian Net-
works (DBNs) (Murphy, 2002). A DBN is basically a Bayesian Network unwrapped
in time, where the network nodes represent random variablesand the edges between
nodes indicate conditional dependence assumptions.
A distinguishing feature of DBNs is that there exist generalinference algorithms
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independent from the underlying network structure. This means that a more flexible
state space compared to an HMM can be employed by the modellerwithout worrying
about the inference algorithms. Exact inference of DBNs canbe carried out by pass-
ing messages in a junction-tree transformed from the original network (Pearl, 1988).
For problems that are intractable, approximate inference is also possible using vari-
ational or stochastic sampling methods. Moreover, general-purpose software such as
the Graphical Models Toolkit (GMTK)3 can be used to build a complete DBN-based
ASR system.
Compared to an HMM-based system where many constraints suchas tied parame-
ters and skip-silence training scheme are implemented implicitly in the software, every
constraint in a DBN must be modelled explicitly using graphical constraints (Bilmes
et al., 2001). Therefore it is difficult to build a DBN-based system that is as efficient
as an equivalent HMM system. However, the flexibility of DBNsmakes it possible to
explicitly model long-term articulatory and acoustic context as the conditional proba-
bility distributions between factored states in a network,which is difficult or impossible
to model using an HMM.
DBN-based acoustic models are currently actively pursued as promising alterna-
tives to conventional HMMs (Zweig and Russell, 1998; Livescu et al., 2003; Frankel
et al., 2007).
2.2.4 Segment Models
Segment Modelling (Russell and Moore, 1985; Russell, 1993;Levinson, 1986; Wellekens,
1987; Kenny et al., l990; Gales and Young, 1993) is a general framework to address
some of the limitations of HMMs. Unlike HMMs where each statecan only generate
one observation per frame, in a segment model a variable-length sequence of obser-
vations can be generated from one segment (corresponding toone HMM state). In a
segment model the joint likelihood of a sequence ofl bservationso = {o1,o2, . . . ,ol}
and a unita may be written as (Ostendorf et al., 1996):
p(o, l | a) = p(o | l ,a)p(l | a) (2.8)
wherep(l | a) is a duration model that gives the likelihood of lengthl givena, p(o | l ,a)
represents a family of output densities that describe the obs rvation sequence of dif-
3The Graphical Models Toolkit (GMTK), available from http://ssli.ee.washington.edu/~bilmes/gmtk/.
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ferent lengths, and does not necessary have the conditionalindependence assumption




















































Figure 2.4: Illustration of Segment Model.
Since the basic modelling unit in a segment model is a variable-length observa-
tion sequence, there are many opportunities to model short-term temporal correlations
within frames belonging to the same segment, by creating a collecti n of distribution
mappings that maps each frameoi in the segment to a particular output distribution.
Depending on the distribution assumption chosen by the modeller, there are several dif-
ferent ways to model feature dynamics within a segment. Typical approaches include
Constrainted Mean Trajectory (Ostendorf et al., 1996), Conditional Gaussian Models
(Wellekens, 1987; Kenny et al., l990), and Linear Dynamic Models (Digalakis et al.,
1991). Training and decoding schemes for general segment models is similar to that
used for HMM’s and can be found in (Ostendorf et al., 1996).
Duration modelling is addressed in segment models by the duration distribution
p(l | a), which can be Poisson distribution (Russell and Moore, 1985), Gamma dis-
tribution (Levinson, 1986), context-dependent clusteredGamma models, or simply
smoothed relative frequencies (Ostendorf et al., 1992). Ithas been found that sophisti-
cated duration model can indeed bring a small improvement toASR (Hochberg, 1992).
In practice, the added complexity and computational cost for parameter estimation
and decoding of the segment model are not strongly justified by its performance over
conventional HMMs (Holmes and Russell, 1999). Moreover, asa generative model
designed for ASR task, few attempts have been made in other spe ch applications like
model-based TTS, although legally it is certainly capable.
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2.2.5 Hidden Dynamic/Trajectory Model
The Hidden Dynamic Model (HDM) is an attempt to model human speech dynam-
ics from a speech production point of view (Richards and Bridle, 1999; Bridle et al.,
1998). HDMs assume that the hidden dynamics behind coarticulation and the tran-
sition between neighbouring phones can be learnt through a non-li ear mapping from
the space in which the dynamic occurs to the surface representation of speech (acoustic
observations).
Speech patterns can be generated from an HDM in a way similar to classic
speech-synthesis-by-rule system (Holmes et al., 1964). First, the input phone label
sequences are mapped to some target values (the dimension isusually between 4 to
8), which are then passed through a low-pass filter to get a hidden representation
and finally mapped to the surface acoustic form using a non-linear mapping (usually
multiple-layer perceptrons (MLPs)). The overall speech pattern generation process is
















Figure 2.5: The HDM as a speech pattern generator. (reproduced with
permission from (Bridle et al., 1998, page3))
Two variants of HDM were studied during the 1998 workshop at Johns Hopkins
University4, the Deterministic Hidden Dynamic Model (DHDM) and the Vocal Tract
Resonances (VTR) model (Bridle et al., 1998). The main difference between the
4Dynamic segmental models of speech coarticulation: http://www.clsp.jhu.edu/ws98/projects/dynamic/.
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two is how the hidden space is represented. DHDM uses a deterministic phone-to-
target mapping to map phones to (unconstrained) hidden states, while VTR chooses
formant-like resonances as its internal model. The non-linear mapping in both sys-
tems are MLPs whose parameters can be trained using gradientdescent method with
back-propagating.
A trained HDM can be used to rescore N-best list outputted from a conventional
HMM system. The scoring criterion can be the distance between th synthesised
speech pattern produced by the HDM for each phone sequence and the real acoustic













Figure 2.6: Rescoring the output from a conventional recogniser using
HDM (reproduced with permission from (Bridle et al., 1998, page 21))
Picone et al. (1999) reports experimental results of HDM applied to the switch-
board corpus. The HDM was found to perform well when the reference transcription
is included in the rescoring N-best list, but was slightly inferior to a conventional HMM
system when not exposed to the reference transcription. In general, the performance
of HDM on this data set is unconvincing, especially considering the computational
complexity of such model.
The Vocal Tract Resonance variant of HDM has received further development over
the years and grows into the Hidden Trajectory Model (HTM) (Deng et al., 2006). In
an HTM the speech dynamics (coarticulation and phonetic reduction) is represented
implicitly by temporal filtering of Vocal Tract Resonane (VTR) targets, the hidden
dynamics of which is capable of capturing long-span context-d pendent properties in
acoustic features. This suggests that the HTM can model not only cross-frame corre-
lation, but also cross-unit ones.
As a generative model, HTM connects its HTM phone sequence, ad the observed
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cepstral trajectory via a layer of stochastic VTR targets, which are modelled by dis-
tributions from multivariate Gaussian family. The likelihood score of an utterance
is computed by integrating out the hidden VTR target variables. Because the likeli-
hood of each observation frame depends on a set of neighbouring frames, and because
the segment likelihood can be computed only when all phone boundaries are avail-
able, decoding an HTM model is much more difficult than decoding an HMM. Yu
et al. (2006) present anA∗ time-asynchronous lattice-constrained decoding algorithm.
When processing the lattice output from an HMM system, a significa t improvement is
observed on the TIMIT phone recognition task. Analysis shows the improvements are
most significant in the sonorant class (vowels, semivowels,na als), while there is no
improvement in the fricative-consonant class (Deng et al.,2006), which suggests that
the target-filtering component of the HTM has been better design d than the acoustic
residual component where a single Gaussian per-state is used for the modelling.
2.2.6 Linear Dynamic Model
The Linear Dynamic Model (LDM), also called a Kalman smoother, or a continuous
state linear Gaussian model, is yet another approach to model hi den dynamics in
speech. As a Kalman model, the LDM is described by a pair of equations (Frankel,
2003; Rosti, 2004):
xt = Ftxt−1+wt , wt ∼N (µw,σ2w) (2.9)
yt = Htxt +vt , vt ∼N (µv,σ2v) (2.10)
wherext denotes the hidden, continuous state variable of the systema ti et, which
evolves from one frame to the next via the state transition matrix Ft and the addition
of some Gaussian noisewt . The output of the system,yt , is obtained by a linear
transformation made through the matrixHt and the addition of the Gaussian noisevt .
The LDM can be seen as the continuous version of discrete-staHMMs where
the discrete hidden states are replaced with Gaussian continu us variables (Minka,
1998). The dimensionality of the hidden state variable controls he motion complexity
an LDM can model. Moreover, the parameters of an LDM can be learnt using Expec-
tation Maximisation (EM) algorithm in a way similar to the itrative training of HMMs
(Ghahramani and Hinton, 1996).
Linear Dynamic Models are suitable to model smoothly varying (but noisy) trajec-
tories, such as the motion of articulators, although attemps have been made to model
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features from the acoustic domain directly. Frankel et al. (2000) report a phone recog-
nition system based on the combination of Linear Dynamic Models and Neural Net-
works. The system is unique in the way it uses articulatory features. First, articulatory
features are extracted from the acoustic domain using the non-li ear mapping provided
by a recurrent neural network. Then an LDM is applied to the articulatory traces to es-
timate phone posterior probability, which is then rescoredby a bigram language model
to produce final recognition result.
The recognition result of using LDM on phone recognition is comparable but not
significantly superior to a standard HMM system, although asa generative model it
can recover spectrum data from a speech signal well.
2.2.7 Trajectory-HMM
Enhancing ASR performance through the use of dynamic featurs has been a stan-
dard practice since 1980s. However, training a conventional HMM directly on the
augmented feature vectors will result in an inconsistent model, as the use of dynamic
features effectively introduces inter-frame dependencies that an HMM can not han-
dle. This is especially problematic for applications that demand the generation of
smoothed output trajectory, as is the case for speech synthesis. As an effort to use dy-
namic features in HMM-based speech synthesis, a parameter gen ation algorithm that
can derive smoothed mean trajectory from an HMM subject to the maximal likelihood
criterion was proposed by Tokuda et al. (2000). Later developments lead to the dis-
covery of a new form of HMM that is a consistant generative model for both static and
dynamic features by performing a per-utterance normalisation, which effectively inte-
grating out the dynamic part of the output variables (Tokudaet l., 2004) (see section
3.2.2).
The resulting model is referred to as the Trajectory-HMM andhas been success-
fully applied to model-based speech synthesis (Tokuda et al., 2000). In this case,
during training both spectrum and F0 parameters are trainedas a conventional context-
independent (CI) HMM system. Then the CI models are expandedi to context-dependent
ones with linguistic context features. Then tree-based clustering is performed and state
duration models are derived from the training data. In the synthesis stage, the word se-
quence is first expanded into context-dependent label sequences, which is then mapped
into a concatenated HMM. A parameter generation algorithm (case 2 in (Tokuda et al.,
2000)) that is equivalent to generating a smoothed mean trajec ory is applied to ob-
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tain the speech parameter sequence subject to a maximum likelihood criterion. Finally
an MLSA (Mel Log Spectral Approximation) filter is applied togenerate synthesised
speech.
The main advantages of HMM-based TTS over the popular unit-selection tech-
nique are the compact model size, a trainable formula based around the HMM archi-
tecture, and a consistant quality of the synthesised speech. The footprint of a high-
quality HMM-based TTS system is usually around a few MBs (Zenand Toda, 2005).
Moreover, as all the parameters of the system can be derived from training data au-
tomatically, the system can be quickly ported to new voice and l guage domains.
Being an extension to HMMs also means that the vast majority of an HMM code base
can be reused and techniques like MLLR speaker adaptation can be pplied to change
the spectral and prosodic characteristics of the synthesised speech (Yamagishi et al.,
2006).
The parameters of the Trajectory-HMM as used in today’s HMM-based TTS sys-
tem are all updated using the conventional Baum-Welch algorithm, largely due to the
computational cost of the trajectory parameter update. Thus it will be interesting to ask
how does a properly trained Trajectory-HMM compare with a Baum-Welch trained
one, when used as a generative model for ASR. Moreover, the lack of a trajectory de-
coding algorithm, because of the complexity in searching, limits the use of Trajectory-
HMM in speech recognition task. Although an initial attemptto use the Trajectory-
HMM to rescore the N-best recognition result has been reportd in (Zen et al., 2004),
we have yet explored the various options like using a full-scale decoder in recognition.
These issues will be examined in detail in chapter 3 and 6 of this thesis.
2.3 Discussion
There is no doubt that HMMs are still the most popular choice as acoustic models for
speech recognition today. The HMM performs surprisingly well considering almost
every assumption it makes conflicts with real speech observations, namely piecewise
stationary within states, the framewise independence assumption on state output given
current state, and simple geometric duration distribution(Holmes and Russell, 1999).
There are generally two different views in seeking an alternative model to HMMs
(Bridle, 2004). The first view regards the piecewise stationary statistics an inherent
deficiency of HMMs, and proposes to replace HMM with a new model that can explic-
itly model the inter-frame dependencies and hidden dynamics in speech. Models like
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segmental HMMs, Hidden Dynamic Models and Hidden Trajectory Models have been
pursued under this view. The second view, while acknowledging that the conventional
HMM is incapable of dealing with inter-frame dependence, tries to fix this problem
by explicitly modeling dynamic features in an HMM through a pro er normalisation.
This leads to the Trajectory-HMM studied in this work, whichprovides a principled
way to overcome the limitation of HMMs through the use of dynamic features (Tokuda
et al., 2004).
In this research I propose to model the dynamic patterns of speech using a Trajectory-
HMM (Tokuda et al., 2004), which is a properly normalised version of HMM that mod-
els feature derivatives explicitly without imposing any conditional independence as-
sumption. The use of Trajectory-HMMs in speech recognitionis still in its early stages
(Tokuda et al., 2004) although this model has been successfully applied to speech syn-
thesis (Tokuda et al., 2000).
In the rest of this thesis, I will first establish the mathematical framework of Trajectory-
HMM in chapter 3, covering the model structure, the parameter training algorithm, and
the decoding strategy. The effectiveness of a properly trained Trajectory-HMM as a
proper generative model will first be evaluated on an articulatory feature inversion task
in chapter 4, using a speaker-dependent acoustic-articulatory parallel data. In chapter
5, I will explore the possibility of increasing modelling details using context-dependent
triphone modelling units. After that, in chapter 6 I will look into the issue of using
Trajectory-HMM as the acoustic model for speech recognitio. A full-scale decoder
(see section 3.4) will be employed to derive the decoding result.
Chapter 3
The Trajectory-HMM Framework
This chapter presents the theoretical framework for speechmodelling with Trajectory-
HMMs. First, I will discuss the problem of using dynamic features directly in the
context of a conventional HMM and how this is addressed in theTrajectory-HMM.
Based on the work of Tokuda et al. (2004), I then give the parametric form of the
Trajectory-HMM in section 3.2, and discuss different training options in section 3.3.
As an extension to Zen et al. (2004), a novel decoding algorithm based on the concept
of Token-passing is presented in section 3.4. Sampling fromthe Trajectory-HMM is
covered in section 3.5. Finally in section 3.6 the usefulness of the Trajectory-HMM
will be demonstrated on a synthetic task.
3.1 Limitation of HMMs?
As mentioned in chapter 2, a conventional HMM assumes strongc ditional inde-
pendence over the state observations, which introduces twokinds of problems when
dealing with real speech patterns:
1. Stepwise mean trajectory
Because the output distribution of each discrete HMM state is modelled indepen-
dently, the mean trajectory of an HMM will be the same as long as the under-
lying state does not change, and will have an instantaneous tran ition between
state boundaries. This is clearly inappropriate for real speech data.
2. Inconsistency with dynamic features
A simple method to enhance HMM’s modelling power is to augment the orig-
inal acoustic feature vector with dynamic features computed as a linear trans-
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formation of several adjacent acoustic feature vectors (Furui, 1986). The use of
dynamic features effectively introduces the intra-frame dependence into the aug-
mented observation vectors. Unfortunately the conventional HMM can not take
full advantage of the dynamic features. Training an HMM directly on the aug-
mented feature vectors will result in an inconsistent model: on the one hand, the
use of dynamic feature imposes certain constraints on the acousti observations;
on the other hand, the independence assumption of HMM instruct the model
to ignore the correlation between static observations and mo el them indepen-
dently. Empirically, systems trained this way perform muchbetter than systems
using only the original acoustic features for ASR and speaker recognition tasks.
However, this improvement in performance is by no means the best we can hope
for, since we are modelling the augmented observations using an inferior model.
These two problems may have some impacts on the performance of HMM when it
comes to speech modelling. For example, in speech recognitin the stepwise mean out-
put trajectory from a conventional HMM can be a bad approximation to the real feature
trajectory, and is likely a major cause of higher Word Error Rate (WER) in ASR task.
Moreover, in HMM-based speech synthesis, direct use of the HMM mean trajectory
will cause the generated speech to sound discountinous (Masuko et al., 1996). The
conventional HMM can never be used as a proper generative model as long as these
issues remain unfixed.
3.1.1 Handling Dynamic Features
Recently a theoretical framework called Trajectory-HMM has been set up to give an
interpretation of the dynamic feature in HMM (Tokuda et al.,2004; Williams, 2005).
The first step in deriving a Trajectory-HMM is to model the likelihood function that is
used for model comparison as a function ofc, the static feature vectors, rather than as
a function ofo, the augmented feature vectors. Sinceo is just a linear transformation
of c, it is fully determined oncec is known. The next, more crucial step in fixing the
inconsistency problem of the conventional HMMs is to abandon the independence as-
sumption. Without imposing any conditional independence assumption we can derive
the likelihood functionp(c | q,λ) by performing per state-sequence normalisation of
the original likelihood functionp(o | q,λ):
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p(c | q,λ) = 1
Zq
p(o | q,λ) (3.1)
whereZq is a normalisation term that depends on the whole state sequenceq.
In later sections we will see that the probabilistic densityfunction p(c | q,λ) is in
fact a Gaussian distribution1, whose covariance matrix is no longer block-diagonal, as
is the case of conventional HMMs. The almost-full covariance matrix of a Trajectory-
HMM provides a means of capturing the inter-frame dependencies introduced with the
dynamic features.
Intuitively, given a correctly trained Trajectory-HMM, and a static acoustic fea-
ture vector sequence, an HMM state sequence corresponding to the constraints in the
observation will have a higher “trajectory likelihood” than those that do not respect
the dynamic constraints present in the observation vectors. Therefore the trajectory
likelihood p(c | q,λ) can be used to rescore the N-best hypothesis produced by a con-
ventional HMM-based ASR recogniser. A more principled way of using a Trajectory-
HMM is to apply a “trajectory decoder” directly on the acoustic input. Section 3.4
describes a decoding algorithm specifically tailored for the Trajectory-HMM. Experi-
ments on a phone recognition task can be found in Chapter 6.
As a proper generative model taking account of the dynamic featur s, the Trajectory-
HMM excels in speech synthesis (Tokuda et al., 2000), where the problem can be
phrased as: given a state sequence corresponding to an utterance (concatenated from
sub-word HMM models), and a properly trained Trajectory-HMM, generate speech
parameters that obey dynamic constraints. Thus doing speech synthesis is equivalent
to drawing samples from the underlying probabilistic modelcorresponding to an utter-
ance.
The parameters of a Trajectory-HMM are exactly the same as tho e of a conven-
tional HMM with the same topology. This is because the Trajectory-HMM only pro-
vides an alternative way of modelling dynamic features in HMMs, by introducing a
proper per-sequence normalisation term without requiringadditional parameters. This
suggests that the bulk of the existing HMM codebase can be reused for a Trajectory-
HMM. In contrast, other methods such as Hidden Dynamic Models or Segment Models
require more substantial changes to the basic infrastructure.
A drawback of the Trajectory-HMM is the level of the complexity nvolved in
1Here we assume the Gaussian component corresponding to eachstate inq has been chosen.
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both training and decoding. Since fewer conditional independence assumptions are
imposed, more bookkeeping is needed in training and decoding (the complexity is
sometimes an order of magnitude greater than algorithms forHMMs). We will address
these problems in later sections.
3.2 The Trajectory-HMM Framework
3.2.1 Preliminaries
Let c = [cT1 ,c
T
2 , . . . ,c
T
T ]
T denote a sequence ofT acoustic feature vectors used in an
HMM-based ASR system.ct is the feature vector at timet, which is anM-dimensional
real vector2:
ct = [c1t ,c
2





th real-value feature ofct , and superscriptT denotes matrix transpose.
Let q = {q1,q2, . . . ,qT} be the corresponding HMM state sequence overT frames.
We can write the probability of observingc, given the state sequenceq and a modelλ
as:




p(ct | qt ,λ) (3.3)
The right hand side of (3.3) factorises into the products of the individual state out-
put probabilityp(ct | qt ,λ), reflecting the fact that each state outputct is independent
of the outputs at all other frames once the current state is known:
ct ⊥ ck6=t | qt (3.4)
here⊥ denotes the independence relationship.
We can obtain this conditional independence relation usingthe raphical view of an
HMM (figure 3.1) where each node denotes a random variable, and the edges between
nodes indicate conditional dependencies.
Because of the conditional independence assumption (3.4),algorithms exist for ef-
ficiently manipulating statistics in an HMM: the parameterscan be trained with Baum-
Welch algorithm, and the most probable state sequence corresponding to an observa-
tion c can be found using the Viterbi algorithm in a time-recursivemanner. Sampling
2For typical ASR task that uses Mel-Cepstral features,M is usually 13.




Figure 3.1: Graphical view of a standard HMM.
from an HMM is a simple matter of repeatedly generating samples from individual
state output distributions once the underlying state sequence is known.
A common practice to circumvent the conditional independence limitation of an
HMM is to augment the static feature vectorsct with difference statistics obtained
from adjacent frames. For theith static feature at timet, cit , the so-called delta and












whereL is the half width of the window,γ is frame index,w(1)(γ) andw(2)(γ) are the
weights associated with frameγ for the delta and delta-delta features respectively. As
suggested in (Furui, 1986), the theoretical interpretation of w(1)(γ) andw(2)(γ) is that
they are the first order orthogonal polynomial coefficients that represent the slope of
the time function of each parameter in each segment.
An augmented feature vectort with a dimension of 3M by 1 is then created by
appending the dynamic features to the static feature vectorct :





o = [oT1 ,o
T
2 , . . . ,o
T
T ]
T is then the augmented feature vector sequence overT frames.
The use of dynamic features effectively makes each augmented vectorot depend
on its neighbouring frames, and is capable of capturing short term temporal dynamics
over 2L+1 frames. Unfortunately, in standard HMMs the augmented featur vectors
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ot are usually treated as independent observations, sincep(o | q,λ) is given by:




p(ot | qt ,λ) (3.8)
Although improvement in ASR and speaker recognition by using (3.8) over (3.3)
has been verified empirically, and (3.8) has been used as a standard technique in HMM-
based ASR systems, it is not clear that (3.8) will deliver theoptimal performance that
the dynamic features can provide. First, the conditional independence imposed by
(3.8) cannot take into account of the fact thatot are correlated. Consequently, applying
the Viterbi algorithm on a conventionally trained HMM is unlikely to recover the true
state sequence respecting the temporal constraints. Moreover, the dynamic constraints
over HMM outputs are completely lost when a standard HMM is used as a generative
model. The samples generated fromp(o | q,λ) do not obey the temporal constraints









Figure 3.2: Graphical view of a standard HMM with delta features computed from two
frames.
The introduction of dynamic features makes the static observation ct no longer
independent of each other because of the “explaining away” phenomena (Pearl, 1988),
as shown in figure 3.2. The dynamic features then serve as a temporal constraint onct .
Therefore a correct probabilistic model should be defined asa function ofc, the static
feature vectors, rather than the augmented feature vectorso. In the next section we will
derive a model that correctly respects the temporal constrai ts between nearby frames.
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3.2.2 Deriving the Trajectory-HMM
To simplify discussion, we assume the static output distribu ion of an HMM is mod-
elled as single Gaussians. i.e.:
p(ot | qt ,λ) =N (ot | µqt ,Σqt ,λ) (3.9)
whereµqt andΣqt are 3M by 1 mean vector and 3M by 3M covariance matrix of the
Gaussian corresponding to stateqt .
Since each outputot is modelled “independently” in an HMM, the probabilistic
function p(o | q,λ) overT frames can be written as a big Gaussian:









N (ot | µqt ,Σqt ,λ) (3.11)
=N (o | µq, Σq,λ) (3.12)
whereµq andΣq are the 3TM by 1 mean vector and 3TM by 3TM block-diagonal









Σq = diag[Σq1,Σq2, . . . ,ΣqT ] (3.14)
We further note that each augmented feature vectorot can be obtained fromc, the
whole static feature vector sequence, by applying a linear transformation:
ot = wtc (3.15)




0, . . . , 0, 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0, 0, . . . , 0
0, . . . , 0, w(1)(−L), . . . , w(1)(0), . . . , w(1)(L), 0, . . . , 0
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The elements in the firstM rows of wt are mostly zeros except those in thetth block
of M×M elements, which is anM by M identity matrix. The second and the thirdM
rows ofwt represent the weights for computing the delta and delta-delta f atures, and
w(n)(γ),(n= 1,2;γ = −L, . . . ,L) are defined according to (3.5) and (3.6).




































, which is a 3TM by TM matrix, we have:
o = Wc (3.18)
We have discussed in section 3.2.1 thatp(o | q,λ) is improper when used with
dynamic features. The correct model should be defined as a function of c, and can be
obtained by normalisingp(o | q,λ):
p(c | q,λ) = 1
Zq








N (Wc | µq, Σq,λ) (3.21)
whereZq is a partial integration ofN (Wc | µq, Σq,λ), a 3MT-dimension Gaussian,
over theTM by 1 variablec:
Zq =
Z
p(o | q,λ)dc (3.22)
=
Z
N (Wc | µq, Σq,λ)dc (3.23)
It can be shown that the normalised probability density functio (p.d.f.) p(c | q,λ)
is aTM-dimension Gaussian distribution:
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P(c | q,λ) =N (c | cq,Pq,λ)
satisfying:
Rq = WTΣ−1q W




wherecq andPq are theTM by 1 mean vector andTM by TM covariance matrix and












q µq− rTq Pqrq
)}
(3.25)
One can verify that (3.25) is the correct expression by substit ting (3.25) into (3.19)
and see that the two sides are equal. The detail derivation can be found in appendix
A.2.
Let us have a close look at (3.24) before moving on to the next section. NoteΣ−1q
is the 3TM by 3TM conventional HMM covariance matrix of the state sequenceq, and
is a banded matrix. And the 3TM by TM sparse matrixW encodes the linear coeffi-
cients (dynamic coefficients) that transform a static feature vectorc into the augmented
feature vectoro. Therefore multiplyingWT andW to Σ−1q transforms the covariance
matrix into aTM by TM matrix Rq, which turns out to be the precision matrixRq of
the trajectory model and is anM(4L+1) band-diagonal symmetric matrix. The inverse
of Rq is the covariance matrix of the Gaussian likelihoodp(c | q,λ), Pq, and is aTM
by TM full matrix. In addition, the mean vector of the new model,cq, is the solution of
the linear equationRqcq = rq, the right hand side of which is a linear transformation of
the conventional HMM variance and mean parametersΣ−1q andµq. Consequently the
mean parameter of the new model depends on both the mean and variance parameters
of the original HMM it is based on. AsPq is a full matrix, the calculation of the likeli-
hoodp(c | q,λ) can not be decomposed into frame-level statistics as in a conventional
HMM.
We call the new model (3.24) theTrajectory-HMM, and refer top(c | q,λ) as the
trajectory likelihood. The parameters of the Trajectory-HMM,cq andPq, are com-
puted from the corresponding HMM parametersµq andΣq, so the new model has the
same number of free parameters as the conventional HMM with the same structure.
However, the fact thatPq is not block-diagonal means we can not use the standard
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algorithms to do learning and inference based on frame-level statistics. This makes
decoding such a model particularly difficult, and will be discu sed in more detail in
section 3.4.
3.3 Trajectory Training
3.3.1 Maximum Likelihood Training
Assume the state sequenceq is known, the Trajectory-HMM is specified by the final
GaussianN (c | cq,Pq,λ), which can be computed from the parameters of the cor-
responding HMM{µq, Σq}. Although the new model has the same number of free
parameters as that of an HMM with the same topology, the meanings of the param-
eters are different. In conventional HMMs the parametersµq andΣq are trained to
maximise the likelihood functionp(o | q,λ), and they have the interpretation of the
mean vector and covariance matrix of the HMM state-output distribution. In contrast,
the parametersµq andΣq in a Trajectory-HMM are trained to maximise the trajec-
tory likelihood p(c | q,λ), and can not be interpreted as the parameters of the output
distribution, which is modelled by the GaussianN (c | cq,Pq,λ).
The parameters in a Trajectory-HMM can be represented as:
m = [µT1 ,µ
T




φ = [Σ−11 ,Σ
−1




whereN is the total number of Gaussians in the model (N is equal to the number of
states if we use single Gaussians for state output),m andφ are 3MN by 1 vector of the
means and diagonal covariances of the Gaussians, respectively.
We can relate the new parametersm and φ with µq and Σ
−1
q by introducing a
transformation matrixSq:
µq = Sqm (3.28)
Σ−1q = diag(Sqφ) (3.29)
Φ = diag(φ) (3.30)
whereSq is a 3TM by 3MN matrix whose elements are zero or one determined ac-
cording to the state sequenceq. Φ is a 3MN by 3MN diagonal matrix.
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Given a static feature vector sequencec, we want to train a modelλ that maximises
the trajectory log-likelihood:
L(λ) = logp(c | λ) (3.31)
= log ∑
all q
p(c,q | λ) (3.32)
Introducing an auxiliary distributionq(q) overq and applying Jensen’s inequality,
we can obtain a lower bound on the log-likelihood objective function:














q(q) logp(c,q | λ)− ∑
all q
q(q) logq(q) (3.35)
Applying the EM algorithm to maximise the lower bound (3.35)gives the following
setup:
E-step: q(q)(t+1) = p(q | c,λ(t)) (3.36)









p(q | c,λ(t)) logp(c,q | λ) (3.38)
Repeatedly performing the E-step and the M-step will guarantee that our model con-
verges to a local maximum (Dempster et al., 1977).
Because in the Trajectory-HMM the observations at different times are correlated
with each other (the covariance matrixPq is generally full), we can not use the con-
ventional forward-backward algorithm to enumerate all possible state sequences. For
the same reason the usual Viterbi search can not be used to recove the most probable
state sequence. However, this is an issue we must address if we want to go beyond the
conditional independence assumption. The solution here isto approximate the lower
bound (3.35) using only one sub-optimal state sequence obtained from either a stan-
dard HMM decoder or the trajectory decoding algorithm to be described in section
3.4.
With the Viterbi approximation, the M-step is equivalent to:
λ(t+1) = argmax
λ
logp(c,q∗ | λ) (3.39)
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whereq∗ is a sub-optimal state sequence obtained with modelλ(t). Maximising (3.39)
is equivalent to maximising the trajectory log-likelihoodl gp(c | q ,λ) with respect to
λ:
logp(c | q,λ) = −1
2
{
TM log(2π)− log|Rq|+cTRqc+ rTq Pqrq −2rqTc
}
(3.40)
Differentiating (3.40) with respect to the parametersm andφ, and setting the deriva-
tives to zero, we can get new parameters.
We can now express the termrq in terms ofm andφ :
rq = WTΣ−1q Sqm (3.41)
= WTSqΦm (3.42)
In (3.42) we make use of the equationΣ−1q Sq = SqΦ. Also noteSq is not a square
matrix and, likeW, is not invertable.
Setting the partial derivative of (3.40) with respect tom to zero corresponds to
solving the following set of linear equations:
SqTWPqWTSqΦm = SqTWc (3.43)
The dimensionality of (3.43) is 3MN and can be solved to obtainm.
Maximising logp(c | q,λ) with respect toφ leads to a non-linear optimisation prob-
lem, which can be solved using gradient descent methods utili ing the first order gra-
dient vector:







WPqWT −WccTWT +WcqcTq WT
−2µqcTq WT +2µqcTWT
) (3.44)
In (3.44) the diag−1 operator takes the diagonal elements of the arguments, which
are then summed according to the Gaussian component used viathe transformation
matrix SqT , resulting in a 3MN by 1 gradient vector. Detailed derivation of those
formulae can be found in appendix A.3.
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Extending the above training scheme to multiple observation sequences is trivial.
Assume that the training data consists ofK observation sequence:C = {c(1),c(2), . . . ,c(K)},






logp(c(i) | q(i),λ) (3.45)
And the derivatives can be computed in a similar way.
Finally, it is also possible to train the model parameters using an objective function
other then maximum-likelihood. In section 3.3.2, we will see trajectory model param-
eters being optimised to directly minimise the root mean square (RMS) error on the
training data in an articulatory inversion task.
3.3.2 Minimum RMS Error Training
As discussed above, we see that just as the conventional HMM,the Trajectory-HMM
can be trained using MLE objective function. However, the MLE criterion only mea-
sures the model’s fitness to the data in the likelihood sense,it does not reflect the
distance between the generated trajectories and the training vectors which is directly
linked to the articulatory feature inversion performance to be discussed in chapter 4.
Development in speech recognition has suggested that a training criterion that directly
minimises the error measure on the training set, such as the Maximum Mutual In-
formation Estimation (MMIE) or Minimum Classification Erro(MCE) criteria (Bahl
et al., 1986; Valtchev et al., 1997), tends to produce a better model for recognition.
Theoretically, the MLE objective function should be preferred only when the model
is correct, and in real-world applications where the model correctness is unknown the
discriminative objective function is preferable for its robustness (Nádas et al., 1988).
In this section I give the formula to minimise the RMS error directly on the training
data. The detailed derivation can be found in Appendix A.4.
For mathematical convenience, we seek to minimise the sum ofsquare error on the
training data:
E =(c−cq)T(c−cq) (3.46)
wherec is the static training vector, andcq is the mean vector corresponding to the
state sequenceq.
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It can be shown that the gradient vector with respect to (w.r.t) m is:
∂E
∂m
= −2ΦSTq WPq(c−PqWTSqΦm) (3.47)
This leads to the set of linear equations to get the analytic solution of updatedm :
ΦSTq WPqPqW
TSqΦm = ΦSTq WPqc (3.48)








The goal of the decoding is to find a state sequenceq that has the highest trajectory
likelihood given observation sequence: p(c | q,λ). In a time-synchronous decoder,
this computation is usually accumulated as frame-based liklihoodp(ct | qt ,λ) at time
t. Unlike conventional HMMs where efficient algorithms existfor calculatingp(ct |
qt ,λ), decoding a Trajectory-HMM is much more complex due to the following issues:
• First, the state output at timet, ct , depends on the whole state sequenceq, making
the usual Viterbi algorithm inapplicable. This means the lik lihood of the whole
utterance will not be available until the full state sequence is known, which is
impractical in a time-synchronous decoder.
• Second, because there is no piecewise stationarity assumption over the state out-
put, the number of valid paths grows exponentially to the length of the utter-
ance being decoded. We must resort to some approximations tomake the search
tractable.
• Third, the formula of trajectory likelihood (3.24) involves high dimensional ma-
trix manipulation, and is more expensive to evaluate than conventional HMM
likelihood. Tradeoffs between accuracy and decoding time ne d to be investi-
gated to make the computation acceptable.
To facilitate the time-synchronous decoding process, a wayof recursively evaluat-
ing the trajectory likelihood based on (Zen et al., 2004) is fir t discussed in section
3.4.1. The idea is to factorise the likelihood termp(c | q,λ) into frame-level statistic
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p(ct | qt+L,λ), by looking at the history of the state sequence up tot + L frames (L
frames look ahead). To combat the exponential growth of paths, the idea of delayed
path merging is proposed and will be discussed in section 3.4.2. Finally we conclude
by describing a new decoding algorithm based on an extensionof the Token-passing
algorithm (Young et al., 1989).
3.4.1 Time-recursive Likelihood Computation
Since the searching is carried out in a left-to-right, time-recursive manner, it is neces-
sary to find a way to compute the “trajectory likelihood”,p(c | q,λ), time recursively.
Recallp(c | q,λ) = Z−1q p(o | q,λ). p(o | q,λ) is just the conventional HMM like-
lihood, and can be computed time-recursively, as can the|Σq| andµTq Σ−1q µq terms in
Zq ( 3.25). We need to compute the remaining terms ofZq, namely|Pq| andrTq Pqrq,
time-recursively.
Because the precision matrixRq is anM(4L+1) band-diagonal symmetric positive
definite matrix,Rq can be decomposed by Cholesky-decomposition:
Rq = UqTUq (3.50)
whereUq is an upperM(2L + 1) band triangular matrix. Then we can compute|Pq|
time-recursively as the products of the diagonal elements of Uq:








whereqt+L = {q1, . . . ,qt+L} denotes the state sequence up to timet + L, U(t,t)qt+L is the
diagonal element ofUqt+L at time t, and only depends on state sequence up to time
t +L.
Using similar techniques, we can rewriterTq Pqrq as:
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wheregq is aTM by 1 vector obtained from:
gq = Uqcq (3.58)
= UqT−1rq (3.59)
































Putting all these together we can writep(c | q,λ) in the product form that can be
computed time-recursively:






p(ot | qt ,λ) (3.63)



















3.4.2 Delayed Path Merging
The decoding problem in ASR can be phrased naturally as a treesearch, as illustrated
in figure 3.3, where nodes at thetth level of the search tree represents valid HMM
states at timet. Starting from an empty root node at time 0, we gradually extend the
leaf nodes of the tree using nodes subject to language model cnstraints. At timeT the
path with the highest score will be picked up as the decoding result.
It is easy to see that the tree search procedure outlined above is infeasible to im-
plement as the number of paths grows exponentially ast increases. For a conventional
HMM, this exponential growth in path numbers can be avoided by assuming that nodes
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of path merging for a search tree of a two-state HMM. Two paths
1→ 1→ 1→ 2 and 2→ 1→ 1→ 2 will be merged as they have the same partial path
within the shaded window spanning 3 frames (D = 1,L = 1). Only the one with a higher
partial likelihood score will be retained.
at thetth level of the tree only depend on nodes at the(t−1)th level (1st order Markov
assumption). Therefore two paths are equivalent if their last two nodes end with the
same state. We can generalise this idea further for Trajectory-HMM by assuming two
paths are equivalent if they share the same fixed-length history. More specifically, for
given integersD ≥ 1, L ≥ 1. two pathsqt+L1 andpt+L1 are considered to be equal if
qt+Lt−D = {qt−D, . . . ,qt+L} = {pt−D, . . . , pt+L} = pt+Lt−D. HereD andL are the number of
frames we need to look back/ahead in order to compute the likelihood score at time
t. In other words, whenever we see two equivalent paths we onlyneed to retain the
one with the higher score and discard the other. We refer the process of retaining the
highest-score path out of its equivalent classΨ(qt+L1 ) = q
t+L
t−D to as path merging. Af-
ter extending all the nodes at framet −1 to t, we perform path merging for all paths
within a window [t −D, t + L], which effectively discards half of the hypothesis at
framet. The usual beam pruning can then be applied to further reducethe hypotheses
set. This process is illustrated in figure 3.3.
3.4.3 Extended Token-Passing Algorithm
The Token-passing algorithm was proposed by (Young et al., 1989) as a way of ab-
stracting the time-synchronous search problem as tokens passing around a network.
In that algorithm, a static network is first built from the task grammar where network
nodes represent HMM states and the links between nodes denote the valid paths con-
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strained by the grammar. State transition probabilities, word insertion penalties, and
pronunciation scaling factors can all be represented as weights attached to a node link.
The decoding process starts with an empty token at the ENTER node. Then for each
frame, each node first passes a copy of its token through all its connected nodes, and
increments the token’s score by its frame likelihood. Afterthat, each node compares
the incoming tokens and only retain the one with the highest score. This is equiva-
lent to applying the Viterbi criterion in a time-synchronous decoder. While doing this,
each token also maintains a history of nodes travelled through, so that the most prob-
able path can be backtraced from the EXIT node at the end of thedecoding process.
The token-passing algorithm is a concise abstraction of Viterb decoding with a few
benefits:
• It is possible to use a hand-crafted grammar, which is important for certain tasks
like spoken dialogue system.
• Unigram and back-off Bigram statistics can be incorporatedeasily as weights of
between-word links.
• Once built, the decoding network remains unchanged in the decoding process
and the footprint of the decoder is predictable; although the memory requirement
is proportional to the size of the expanded network.
For a Trajectory-HMM, a few extensions need to be introducedin order to use the
token-passing framework. The first extension is the conceptof artial path. Instead of
storing the full state history of a path, which is impractical, for each path we store the
partial state historyqt+Lt−D in the frame window[t−D, t +L], whereqtt−D is the history,
andqt+Lt is the look ahead part that looks into possible future state sequences. We
also need to keep track the word or state history so that at theend of decoding we can
backtrace the full word or state sequence.
The next extension is the concept of token. Since at each HMM node, rather than
looking at only one state, in a Trajectory-HMM we need to store the information of
all the partial pathswithin window [t −D, t + L] . Thus an extended token at nodej
consists ofall partial paths whose tth state is state j, plus their likelihood information.
This is illustrated in figure 3.4.
As with the original token-passing algorithm, at each time frame each node will
pass a copy of its token to its connected nodes, where all incoming tokens will be
merged. When passing tokens around, all partial paths in thetoken will be expanded
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o −> i −> j
o −> i −> j
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o −> i −> j
o −> j −> j
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of passing a token with a set of partial paths.
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o −> i −> j
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      ...
o −> i −> j
Path merging
Figure 3.5: Illustration of path merging, where half of the paths are pruned away after
merging.
one state further. Because we only retrain paths in the window of [t −D, t +L]. This
means after a path expansion, each path will find another pathsh ring the same partial
state historyqt+Lt−D , and we only need to keep the one with a higher score. This effec-
tively execute the delayed path merging concept of section 3.4.2, and can be illustrated
in figure 3.5
The main extended token-passing algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
3.4.4 Discussion
The algorithm presented above is a sub-optimal alternativeto the full search by enu-
merating all possible state sequence to solveq∗ = argmax
q
p(q | c,λ), which is too
expensive. Compared to the conventional Token-passing/Viterbi algorithm, the main
change is to base our prediction at timet on a short context window including the
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Algorithm 1 Extended Token-Passing Algorithm
1: Put an NULL token into the ENTER node
2: for t = 0 toT do
3: Propagate all nodes’ tokens to their connected nodes
4: Perform path merging for all paths within a window[t−D, t +L]
5: end for
6: Return the highest-score path at timeT
previousD frames and the nextL frames. This is also calledD-frame delayed Viterbi
decoding (Zen et al., 2004).
If our model hasN different HMM states, the extended Token-passing algorithm
needs to maintain the statistics ofN(D+L) different partial-paths within each token,
significantly more bookeeping compared with the conventional Viterbi searching for
HMMs, where only statistics for one path need to be recorded at each token. When
passing each token around at each frame, the statistics of each of thoseN(D+L) paths
also need to be updated based on the contextual information available.
3.5 Sampling from the Model
Certain applications, such as HMM-based speech synthesis,can benefit from being
able to generate a smoothed trajectory from such models. Since samples from a
Trajectory-HMM will respect the dynamic constraints in themodel, which is more
appropriate for real speech data.
Sampling from a Trajectory-HMM is more difficult than sampling from a standard
HMM, because the covariance matrixPq of the final GaussianN (c | cq,Pq,λ) is gen-
erally full. In this section we describe two approaches to sample from such model,
both assume the state sequenceq is known.
1. Sampling with Cholesky-decomposition
Assuming the parameters are all single Gaussians, we can sample from the final
GaussianN (c | cq,Pq,λ) directly using the Cholesky-decomposition, a standard
technique to sample from multivariate Gaussian distribution. The Cholesky-
decomposition of the covariance matrix is:
Pq = LL T (3.65)
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whereL is a uniqueTM by TM lower triangular matrix.
The following steps draw a sample fromN (c | cq,Pq,λ) 3:
(a) Draw aTM-dimensional real vectorU from the standard GaussianN (0,1):
U = [u1,u2, . . .uTM]T ui ∼N (0,1) (3.66)
(b) Obtain the final sample:
Y = LU +cq (3.67)
Although this method works well for single Gaussian case, applying it to mix-
tures of Gaussian (GMMs) will be difficult. Since in the latercase the final
distribution of the Trajectory-HMM is a big GMM whose numberof compo-
nents grows exponentially with the length of the sequenceT. It is infeasible to
compute those components and their weights. In such cases, stocha tic sampling
method such as Gibbs Sampling may be used.
2. Sampling with Gibbs Sampling
Gibbs Sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984) is a method to sample from complex
multivariate distribution without knowing the full joint p.d.f. p(c), as long as we
can compute the full conditional p.d.f.p(ct | ck6=t). In the case of Gaussian
mixtures, the final distribution as a big GMM is unknown. However, since each
output ct only depends on its neighbour output{ct+Lt−L}, we can compute the
conditional probability ofct given that the values of all other observations are
fixed:
p(ct | c1, . . . ,ct−1,ct+1, . . . ,cT) = p(ct | ct−L, . . . ,ct−1,ct+1, . . . ,ct+L) (3.68)
If each state output is modelled as a GMM, the conditional p.d.f. (3.68) is also a
GMM, whose parameters can be computed from its neighbour’s statistics using
standard formula of multivariate Gaussian distribution (Anderson, 2003). We
can construct a Gibbs Sampler to sample fromp(c | q,λ).
3Here we assume the mean vectorcq is given. Otherwise it can be obtained by solvingUqcq = gq.
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3.6 Experiment on Synthetic Data
3.6.1 Motivation
Having introduced the basic framework for the Trajectory-HMM, this section will
describe some experiments conducted on synthetic data, using a sampling-based ap-
proach. Doing experiment on synthetic data has several advantages. First, the sampling-
based approach used here makes it possible to systemically compare learnt models
with the original model used to generate the data. Whilst thereal world data is al-
ways generated by some unknown process, the result obtainedon synthetic data can be
generalised to real data if we assume a Trajectory-HMM can beused as a proper gener-
ative model. Viewing the samples generated graphically also provides us with a visual
clue to the modelling capability of such model. Moreover, conducting experiments
in a controlled environment can prevent the system from being affected by irrelevant
factors that exist in real speech data such as variability inge der and speaking style.
Last, the current training procedure of Trajectory-HMM is computationally expensive,
so a small dataset makes a lot of sense for rapid system prototyping.
3.6.2 Learning a Delta Chain
3.6.2.1 The Delta Chain Model
One simple yet interesting Trajectory-HMM is the delta chain model studied in (Bri-
dle, 2004). The delta chain used here is a one-state system para etrised by two single
Gaussians: a static distributionNs(µs,σ2s) characterising the state-output distribution,
and a dynamic (delta) distributionNd(µd,σ2d) modelling the dynamic constraints com-
puted as the difference between two adjacent state outputs:
∆ct = ct −ct−1 (3.69)








The delta chain presented above is a one-state Trajectory-HMM that generates 1D
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observations. In this experiment the following chain configuration is used:
Ns ∼N (0,30) (3.71)
Nd ∼N (10,1) (3.72)
Also the delta effects at both ends of the chain are ignored, which gives the same setting
as used in the simplest case studied in (Bridle, 2004).
3.6.2.2 Sampling from a Delta Chain
A general method to sample from such a chain is to construct a Gibbs Sampler (Geman
and Geman, 1984) using the full conditional p.d.f. computedfrom Gaussian statistics
with a window of size 3. Gibbs Sampling tends to be computation lly slow, and the
convergence rate of the sampler is sensitive to the choice ofthe initial state of the
chain. Fortunately, for the simple chain studied here whereall parameters are single
Gaussians, there exists faster way to sample. We can first work out the mean and co-
variance matrix of the joint Gaussian of the whole chain directly using (3.24), then
sample from the joint distribution using standard technique for sampling from multi-
variate Gaussian distribution (e.g. using Cholesky-decomposition method).
The left part of figure 3.6 shows a sample of 30 frames generated from such a chain.
The X-Axis shows the frame index, from 1 to 30, and Y-Axis indicates the output
value. The circle points represent the state output at each frame, while the square
points correspond to the mean sequence of the underlying “trajectory Gaussian”. The
temporal covariance matrix of the chain is plotted in the right part of figure 3.6.
In this delta chain each outputct is affected by three distributions namely the static
distributionNs∼N (0,30) and two delta distributionsNd ∼N (10,1) from its neigh-
bour points (ct−1 andct+1). The static distribution acts like a gravity force to constrain
point ct aroundµs (mostly within±σs), while the delta distributionNd can be inter-
preted as the repulsion forces from adjacent pointsct−1 andct+1 which tend to drive
ct away from them. Those three kinds of forces interact with each other and propagate
through the whole chain until some balance state is reached.As a result, the actual
amount of “delta force” imposed onct only depends on the points to the left and right
sides ofct . Consequently points near the two edges will receive near maximal “delta
force” while points in the central frame will have “delta force” on both sides cancelled
almost exactly, resulting the “S” shape in Figure 3.6. In fact we can check that the ver-
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Figure 3.6: A sample of 30 frames from a one-state Delta Chain (left), and
its full covariance matrix (right), showing the correlation between frames.
tical difference between two points at the ends of the chain is roughly 10 units (8.33
for the left end, and 7.57 for the right end).
Although the delta chain described here has only one state, the actual output of the
system at different times, as a result of the interaction betwe n static and dynamic con-
straints, can influence each other. We can verify that the mean s quence of the delta
chain (the square line in figure 3.6) indeed changes over time. This behaviour is com-
pletely different from a conventional HMM, where each state-output is considered to
be independent. In addition, the temporal covariance matrix of the Trajectory-HMM is
in general a full matrix compared to the diagonal covariancematrix of an HMM. Also
in figure 3.6 we can see there are much stronger correlation around the diagonal area
than other part of the covariance matrix. This is mainly because the delta feature used
is computed from a short window of 3 frames. We conclude that under such a con-
figuration, short term temporal correlation is better modelled than long term temporal
correlation.
3.6.2.3 Learning a Delta Chain
If the real acoustic data can be generated by a Trajectory-HMM with dynamic con-
straints, it will be interesting to see what kind of models can be learnt from such data.
Our assumption here is that a statistical model that matchesthe underlying generative
model should not only give a higher likelihood on testing data than a model learnt with
incorrect assumption, but also converge to the paramater setting of the original model.
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First, I generated 1000 samples of 30 frames using the above delta chain. 900 sam-
ples are used for training and 100 samples are for testing. I then rained a Trajectory-
HMM and a conventional HMM on the same training data, both have only one state,
and compute the per-frame “trajectory likelihood” scores on testing data using the
learnt models. The Gaussian parameters were initialised from the global mean and
variance computed from the training data. The result is shown in table 3.1.
Model Static Param. Delta Param. loglik-train loglik-test
original N (0,30) N (10,1) -1.372 -1.362
HMM N (−0.007,519.287) N (3.302,5.807) -2.370 -2.365
trajectory N (−0.007,30.681) N (9.840,0.999) -1.372 -1.362
Table 3.1: Performances of different delta-chain models.
First note that the HMM parameters shown in table 3.1 is nowhere n ar the true pa-
rameters of the delta chain. The variance of the static distribution learnt from the data
is notably higher than the static variance of the original model. Although the static
distributionNs of the original model has a rather small variance of 30, the samples
generated show a larger variance of 519.29 the constraints imposed by delta distribu-
tionNd. This suggests a model based on different assumption can notlearn the delta
chain correctly. As a result, the HMM has a lower trajectory per-frame log-likelihood
on both training and testing data.
The last row of table 3.1 shows the parameters of a Trajectory-HMM after 15 iter-
ations of training. The parameters show the model learnt through the MLE trajectory
training algorithm (see section 3.3.1) indeed converges tothe original model. The per-
frame log-likelihood on both training and testing data are only slightly lower than those
of the original model.
3.7 Trajectory-HMM in Practice
Using constraints in the dynamic features to generate smoothed output trajectories
from an HMM is not a new idea. HMM-based speech generation usig this tech-
nique has been around for more than a decade (Tokuda et al., 1995). However, not
until the discovery of trajectory MLE training algorithm, along with the formation
of Trajectory-HMM as a properly normalised HMM, did the Trajectory-HMM start
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to generate interest outside of the model-based speech syntesis community (Bridle,
2004; Minami et al., 2004; Williams, 2005). Maximum likelihood training was found
to improve a phone recognition task by rescoring the N-best list returned by a conven-
tional HMM decoder. However, the lack of a full scale trajectory decoding algorithm
makes it difficult to evaluate the usefulness in the wider context of speech recogni-
tion, where rescoring N-best list may not be an option. Furthermore, the recognition
experiment conducted in (Tokuda et al., 2004; Zen et al., 2004) used a “clean” speech
corpus specifically designed for the purpose of speech synthesis. It is unknown how the
Trajectory-HMM performs under typical recognition environment where the recorded
speech is expected to be much noisier. Still, the use of Trajectory-HMM as a recogni-
tion model is still in its early stage. As for speech synthesis, a number of improvements
have been made recently. For instance, linguistically derived contextual units replaced
the monophone models to provide a richer representation of contextual speech varia-
tion. Regulation method considering global variance has been introduced to combat
the over-smoothness output from the original parameter generation algorithm (Toda
and Tokuda, 2005). Sophisticated speaker adaption algorithms have been proposed
to change the spectral and prosodic characteristics of the synthesised speech (Yamag-
ishi et al., 2006). The resulting HMM-based TTS can be quite compact (under 2MB
footprint) yet still provide competitive synthesis performance (Zen and Toda, 2005;
Zen et al., 2006). However, the parameters of current HMM-based TTS system are
still updated using the Baum-Welch algorithm designed for conventional HMMs. It is
therefore of great research interest to investigate the usefulln ss of trajectory updated
parameters in real-world speech processing tasks. In addition, there has not yet been
a systematic study of the effect of different parameter update method and the possibil-
ity of using alternative training criteria other than Maximu Likelihood Estimation.
These questions will be addressed in later chapters of this thesis.
3.8 Summary
We have explored the Trajectory-HMM framework in detail. The learning algorithm
has been demonstrated on the synthetic data. In the following chapters we will submit
the model to real-world tests. First in chapter 4 we use Trajectory-HMM as a proper
generative model to recover articulatory features from speech signal. Then in Chapter





The previous chapter shows that the mean output of a Trajectory-HMM is a continuous
trajectory that closely resembles the static part of the training vector. In this chapter,
I will explore how this property can be used in a real-world task to recover the move-
ment of human articulators from speech signal. In particular, I propose an HMM-based
acoustic-to-articulatory inversion system where the Trajectory-HMM is used in a com-
plementary way to the conventional HMM acoustic modelling techniques, utilising
joint acoustic-articulatory optimisation. In the system the link between the articula-
tory domain and the acoustic domain is represented by the HMMstate sequence. To
achieve this, the mapping from the acoustics to the HMM statesequence is posed as
a recognition problem, where speech recognition techniques ar employed. Following
that, the parameter generation algorithm is used to recoverthe articulatory mean tra-
jectory from the reconstructed state sequence. This two-stage inversion is in contrast
to most approaches where a direct mapping from acoustics to the ar iculatory domain
is learnt. The benefit is that each inversion stage can be optimised using established
techniques from speech recognition and synthesis, within au ified HMM framework.
In addition, the intermediate use of an HMM state sequence gives the system the abil-
ity to synthesise articulatory movements from sources other than acoustic signal. This
can be achieved by doing articulatory inversion from a textual representation of speech
using a duration model.
As training Trajectory-HMMs is a subject of both theoretical and practical inter-
est, different aspects of training will be examined in a contr lled environment. This
includes the effectiveness of the MLE and RMS training objectiv functions, the be-
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haviour of individual parameter update method, and the possible optimisations that can
be applied to the task.
Experiments on a speaker-dependent acoustic-articulatory parallel corpus indicate
that the jointly trained acoustic-articulatory models aremore accurate (having a lower
RMS error) than the separately trained ones, and that Trajectory-HMM training results
in greater accuracy compared with conventional Baum-Welchparameter updating. The
proposed RMS training objective has proved to be consistently be ter than MLE objec-
tive on this task.
In what follows, I will first review the articulatory inversion problem in section
4.1, covering data acquisition, the difficulties of inversion, and reviewing of previous
inversion attempts within the statistical paradigm. Then in section 4.2 I will discuss the
motivation and methodology of using Trajectory-HMMs on this task. Following that,
experiment set-up and result analysis will be given in section 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
Finally this chapter finishes with a summary in section 4.5.
4.1 Articulatory Inversion Problem
4.1.1 Articulatory Data Acquisition
Physically, human speech production is the joint effect of the changes in vocal tract
shapes and the movement of speech articulators, such as the tongue, jaw and lips.
Knowing the relationship between the movement of speech articula ors and the re-
sulting speech will provide valuable information to speechs ience. Compared to the
acoustic features commonly used in speech recognition, articula ory movement can
provide a simple and straightforward explanation for speech characteristics. For exam-
ple, a simple movement of the F2 formant from high to low couldbe easily explained
by the tongue moving from the front of the mouth to the back, using the articula-
tory features, but is more complicated in the domain of standard acoustic parameters,
such as mel-cepstra or line spectral frequencies (LSF). Moreover, articulatory features,
recorded directly from articulator positions, are more robust to environmental condi-
tions, such as the frequency response of acoustic recorders, th distance between the
speaker’s mouth and microphone, or the background noise (Ling et al., 2008). On a
practical side, applications like speech training, speechcoding and speech visualisation
can all benefit from recovering articulatory movement from speech signal (Richmond,
2002, page 5-7). Furthermore, a conventional speech recogniser can potentially take
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advantage of the added information in the articulatory domain, which provides useful
constraints from speech production that is otherwise unavailable in the acoustic do-
main. Zlokarnik (1995) reported an 18-25% relative error rate reduction in a speaker-
dependent isolated word recognition task using an HMM recogniser. In that experi-
ment the articulatory features were appended to conventional acoustic features in the
training stage and the articulatory movements during the testing phase were estimated
using a multilayer perceptron that performed the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping. It
is also found that the information from articulatory data can improve the accuracy of
model-based speech synthesis: Ling et al. (2008) integrated ar iculatory features into
an HMM-based parametric speech synthesis system and discovered that the accuracy
of acoustic parameter prediction can be improved significantly by modelling acoustic
and articulatory features together in a shared-clusteringand asynchronous-state model
structure.
While speech signals can be recorded acoustically via microphone, the movement
of human speech articulators is difficult to track physically. Early articulatory data
was obtained by means of X-Ray filming, also called cineradiography (Houde, 1967;
Munhall et al., 1998). This method is effective and will not interfer the subject’s speak-
ing process. However, the obvious drawback of using X-Ray filming is the radiation
to the subject’s head. Although computer-controlled X-Rayc n alleviate this prob-
lem by reducing the time of subject’s exposure under X-Ray, this method is largely
replaced by safer methods such as MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and EMA
(ElectromagneticArticulography).
In Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), subjects’ voices can be recorded simulta-
neously with axial, coronal, or midsagittal MR images of their vocal tracts while the
subjects are speaking. Area functions describing the individual tract shapes can be ob-
tained by measurements performed on the captured MR images.In (Baer et al., 1991),
the subject laid in the supine position on a horizontal patient couch with his head in-
side a saddle-shaped radio frequency coil for receiving theresonance signal from a
whole body MRI system that generated a field strength of 0.15T. And it took a long
time (about 3 to 4 hours) to collect all the images needed to specify a given vocal tract
configuration, which is the major drawback of using MRI in speech studies. Recent
development in real-time MR scanning (RT-MRI) has improvedthe acquisition speed
considerably, and it is even possible to do a real-time continuous monitoring of the vo-
cal tract with an actual time resolution of 5-50 images per second, although the frame
rates cannot be further increased by accelerating the readout scans for safety reasons
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(Bresch et al., 2008). Compared to the invasive EMA approachdescribed below, MRI
has the advantage of producing a complete view of the entire vocal tract including the
pharyngeal structures in a non-invasive manner.
In Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA), a number of miniature sensor coils are
attached to the subject’s articulators such as the lips, thetongue body or the tongue
tip. The subject’s head is then surrounded by three magnets outside of the head. The
movement of the coils can be inferred as sets of x, y coordinates by comparing the rel-
ative strength of the signals from each of the three magnets.Compared to MRI system,
EMA machine costs much less and is preferred for examining speech and articulatory
movements at a high frequency. A practical issue of EMA recording is that it is dif-
ficult to keep the sensor coils fixed during long recording sessions. In the recording
mentioned in (Richmond et al., 2003), for example, tongue-blade and velum coils have
been re-attached during recording and the EMA data need to beproc ssed to remove
discontinuity in the position of re-attachment. In addition, before each recording ses-
sion the subjects also need some time to get used to the presence of sensor coils in their
mouths.
Another recent development in capturing articulatory movement is the ultrasound
imaging of tongue technique, such as the EdgeTrak System (Liet al., 2005), which
tracks the tongue surfaces through a sequence of 2D ultrasound images. Image analysis
can be carried out to recover the articulatory movement.
Having mentioned all the data acquisition methods, the experiment reported in this
thesis will use EMA data recorded in MOCHA database, which will be described in
detail in section 4.3.
4.1.2 The Challenge of Inversion
Estimating human articulator movements from non-articulatory data has been studied
for decades. One of the first studies was done by (Schroeder, 1967), who showed
that vocal-tract-shape information can be obtained by purely acoustic measurements.
Schroeder considered two kinds of acoustic methods that candetermine an approx-
imation to the cross sectional area of the vocal tract as a function of distance along
its axis. Researchers soon realised that although it is possible to estimate vocal-tract
shape from speech signals, the inversion problem presents its unique difficulties.
The first difficulty is the non-uniqueness of the mapping. Empirically, it has been
observed that the mapping from speech to articulatory domain is one-to-many. Atal
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et al. (1978) studied the relationship between the shape of the vocal tract and its acous-
tic output. They observed that large changes in the shape of the vocal tract can be
made without changing the formant frequencies. In particular, Atal et al demonstrated
that the same English vowel /i/ can correspond to different mouth openings of their
model while retaining its formant characteristics, and different vocal tract shapes for
several vowels can produce acoustic signals with almost identical values for the first
three formant frequencies. Lindblom et al. (1977) conducted the so-called bite-block
experiment using formant frequency data of Swedish vowels produced both with fixed
and unconstrained mandible. They found that subjects were able to produce formant
patterns within the ranges of the normal vowels, in spite of physiologically unnatural
jaw openings. The observations were explained by hypothesising that the “instanta-
neous” learning of highly unfamiliar tasks, such as compensatory articulation of fixed-
mandible vowels, is possible because normal speech motor programming is indeed
“compensatory” rather than due to either speakers drawing upon past similar experi-
ence or invoking special motor mechanisms distinct from those f natural speech. This
is in line with the hypothesis of compensatory articulationthat different people can
produce the same sound with dissimilar vocal tract shapes. It also helps explain the
art of ventriloquism that many sounds can be produced with a wide range of mouth
openings. Theoretically, the non-uniqueness of the mapping ca also be demonstrated
by inspecting Webster’s horn equation, a second-order linear differential equation used
to derive transfer function of a tube under appropriate boundary conditions. It has been
shown that for lossless vocal tracts with fixed boundary conditions, the area functions
A(x) and 1/A(L−x) (whereL is the length of the vocal tract) produce the same acous-
tics (Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán, 2007).
While it is universally accepted that the mapping from acoustics to arcitulatory
features is one to many, how frequently does non-uniquenessoccur in normal human
speech, and how does this affect the inversion algorithms that can only do one-to-
one? An empirical investigation conducted by (Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán, 2007) on a
small acoustic-articulatory dataset showed that only 5% ofthe acoustic vectors yield a
multi-modal cloud in articulatory space. This suggests that, while nonuniqueness does
happen, by and large, it is an infrequent situation, and mosttimes a unique vocal tract
shape is used for human speech production.
Another challenge is the jaggedness of acoustic features compared to the articula-
tory data which is of a smooth, slow-varying nature. The inversion algorithm needs
to be robust so that the input jaggedness does not transform to the output articulatory

































Figure 4.1: Comparing EMA channel li_x (up) and the 1st order MFCC
feature (bottom) from the first utterance in the articulatory-acoustic parallel
data. The MFCC has much jaggedness compared to EMA.
targets to cause large inversion error. Some researchers thefore opt to smooth the
inversion output trajectory in the post-procession stage,such as applying a low-pass
filter (Richmond, 2002). Figure 4.1 plots acoustic and articulatory features from one
utterance in the articulatory-acoustic parallel data where the jaggedness of acoustic
MFCC feature is easy to see.
Nevertheless, the articulatory inversion task is an ill-posed problem and one can
not guarantee unique inversion result from acoustic signalwithout imposing additional
constraints. When designing a computational inversion model, we should bear in mind
that not all configurations generated by an inversion model are physiologically pos-
sible in human speech production as a result of the lack of physiological accuracy
(Richmond, 2002, page 48).
4.1.3 Previous Attempts to Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inve rsion
Many of the early attempts are so called analytical approaches, where mathematical
analysis of an acoustic signal was performed to yield the area function of a tube model
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that might have generated it (Richmond, 2002, page 23). Withthe advance of modern
computing, the research community shifted to statistical methods. The rest of this sec-
tion will focus mainly on reviewing representative inversion methods in the statistical
department.
1. Codebook Approach
Also referred to as Articulatory Codebooks approach (Schroeter and Sondhi,
1994), the coodbook method builds look-up table consists ofpairs of segmental
acoustic and articulatory parameters from parallel recorded articulatory-acoustic
data. For example, in the experiment of (Hogden et al., 1996)the acoustic vec-
tors were categorised into a table with 256 codes using vector quantisation (VQ)
method by finding the shortest Euclidean distance between the acoustic vectors
and each of a small set of numbered reference vectors. A VQ codebook was used
to map from acoustic segments to VQ codes, and a look-up tablewas then used
to map from the VQ code to an estimated articulatory configuration. Root-mean-
squared errors around 2 mm were reported for coils on the tongue by (Hogden
et al., 1996). Being a discrete method, the VQ approach does nt give the same
level of approximation to the target distribution without significantly increasing
the size of look-up table, compared to methods employing continuous variables.
Today this method has largely been replaced by more sophisticated models.
2. Neural-Network-based Method
As a “universal function approximator”, Neural-Network-based methods are pop-
ular choices for the acoustic-articulatory inversion task. (Papcun et al., 1992)
used a neural network trained on paired data to do inversion for "gesture recogni-
tion", which is to recognise speech gestures from inferred trajectories of the three
articulators. Rahim et al. (1991) built an assembly of multi-layer perceptrons for
inversion and Kobayashi et al. (1991) trained a four-layer-fe d-forward network
for this task. Variants of Neural-networks such as Mixture Dnsity Networks
(MDN) has also been reported recently (Richmond, 2007). A Neural-network
based inversion system is easier to implement than more dedicat ly built mod-
els with comparative performance. The choice of network structure (number of
hidden layers, and node per hidden layer etc.) is still largely a trial and error ap-
proach. In addition, it is not straightforward to incorporate phonetic constraints
into the system.
3. Kalman Filtering Method
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(Dusan and Deng, 2000) tried an extended Kalman filter trained o paired acoustic-
articulatory data. After the acoustic features were acquired, they repetitively ap-
plied extended Kalman filter on each segment of speech using the parameters
of different phonological models. Then a likelihood measure was computed for
each filtering and based on it, carried out segmentation and recognition of mod-
els. Finally, the articulatory trajectories were estimated by applying the extended
Kalman smoother using the parameters of the recognised models.
4. Gaussian Mixture Models
In (Toda et al., 2004), an inversion model based on Gaussian Mxture Models
was described. The mapping function from an acoustic featurvectorxt to an
articulatory feature vectoryt in frame t is defined aŝyt = ∑Mi=1 p(mi | xi)p(yt |
xt ,mi), whereM is the total number of mixture components,p(mi | xi) is the
component weight conditioned onxi , andp(yt | xt ,mi) is a conditional Gaus-
sian distribution with full covariance matrices. The set ofGMMs were MLE
trained on joint probabilityp(x,y) using parallel acoustic-articulatory data. The
training can be augmented by considering articulatory dynamic features which,
when used with a low-pass filter in post-processing, helped to reduce the RMS
error further. In order to get a good inversion accuracy, a large number of Gaus-
sian mixture components from 1 to 128 were used in their experiments. GMM
models with 1 mixture component was reported to give an RMS error of 2.11mm
on the test data. This was reduced to 1.68mm when a mixture of 32 components
was used.
5. HMM-based Inversion
(Hiroya, 2006) proposed an HMM-based production model for ac ustic-articulatory
inversion. His system consists of two parts. First HMMs of articulatory parame-
ters were built for each phoneme or diphone, and the mapping from articulatory
to acoustic domain was approximated in a piece-wise linear form, whose param-
eters can be trained via maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion fr m the parallel
acoustic-articulatory data. At the inversion stage, an HMMstate sequence was
derived from speech signal via Viterbi decoding, then articulatory feature val-
ues were estimated via an MAP mapping and a smoothed output trajectory was
generated via the trajectory parameter generation algorithm (see 3.24 on page
31). Phonetic constraints can be incorporated to facilitate the derivation of more
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accurate HMM state alignment for inversion.
Among the reviewed approaches, (Hiroya, 2006)’s method is the closest to the mod-
elling approach discussed in the present chapter: both methods use HMM state as
inversion unit, and both used the trajectory parameter generation algorithm. However,
I would like to highlight the main differences here:
First, in our model the parameter generation algorithm is anintegral part of the Trajectory-
HMM framework to derive smoothed output mean trajectories.Moreover the training
criterion can be tailored to minimise the RMS error between the generated mean vector
and the data. In contrast, the parameter generation algorithm was used as a smoother
in the post-processing stage of (Hiroya, 2006). There is no guarantee the constraints
between the static and dynamic features can be honoured. Neverth less, the parame-
ter generation algorithm has proved to be an effective smoothing algorithm in similar
context. Richmond used the algorithm to smooth the static output from a Mixture
Density Networks with the help of dynamic features and showed improvement over
the low-pass filter smoothing (Richmond, 2007).
Second, in (Hiroya, 2006) the mapping between acoustic and articul tory domain
was approximated as a linear function, which is a naive approximation considering the
fact that the relation between arcitulatory and acoustic domain is non-linear. There is
no such restriction in the proposed framework.
4.2 Trajectory-HMM for Articulatory Feature Recover-
ing
4.2.1 Motivation
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are the standard approach to speech recognition,
where the underlying task is to maximise the discriminationbetween similar phones
or words (Valtchev et al., 1997). Speech synthesis models, on the other hand, use dif-
ferent techniques such as unit selection (Clark et al., 2007) to make the synthesised
speech sound as natural as possible. This suggests that different modelling approaches
may be required for recognition and synthesis; however Tokuda et al have shown that
the Trajectory-HMM formulation may be successfully applied to speech synthesis as
well (Tokuda et al., 2000; Zen and Toda, 2005).
The inversion of articulatory data involves both synthesisand recognition: we start
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with the acoustic signal and pose the recovery of the missingarticulatory information
as a synthesis problem. Conversely, the recovered articulatory information can have
a complementary role in the modelling of pronunciation and acoustic variability in
speech recognition.
As previously reviewed, most attempts to recover articulatory movement from the
speech signal involve building a mapping from the acoustic domain to the articulatory
domain, either manually or constructed automatically fromparallel data. Often the
inversion system is built separately from the recognition framework, particularly be-
cause the slowly varying nature of articulation may be best modelled in a different way
to speech acoustics which change more rapidly, and are noisier.
Our system, based on the Trajectory-HMM, differs from others in the sense that
both recognition (acoustic) and synthesis (articulatory)models are constructed in the
same framework, and are jointly modelled as a two-stream HMM. The use of publicly
available articulatory-acoustic parallel data enables usto compare our findings with
the published results from other researchers, and to use thetask as a testbed for try-
ing out Trajectory-HMM algorithms. The Trajectory-HMM extends the conventional
HMM framework, and many established HMM building techniques can be re-used.
Additionally, in the inversion stage only the HMM state sequnce is needed, so it is
possible to synthesise articulatory movement from a textual representation without the
speech signal.
4.2.2 Trajectory-HMM
Temporal derivative features, or delta features, are well known to improve the accuracy
of HMM-based speech recognition systems (Furui, 1986). However, as discussed in
chapter 3, the simple incorporation of delta features in an HMM leads to an inconsistent
generative model (Bridle, 2004). These inconsistencies may be resolved by performing
a per-utterance normalisation, leading to the Trajectory-HMM (Tokuda et al., 2004).
Let c denote the static observation vector sequence, and leto d note the sequence
of observation vectors augmented with delta features. Thenthe likelihood of observing
the static observation vector sequence given the HMM state sequenceq and the model
parametersλ is obtained by normalising the likelihood of obtaining the augmented
observation vector sequence:
p(c | q,λ) = 1
Zq
p(o | q,λ) (4.1)
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p(o | q,λ)dc. (4.2)
A smoothed output mean trajectorycq can be derived from an HMM state se-
quence:
cq = Pqrq (4.3)
The model parameters include the Gaussian mean and variancecomponents and can
be updated using gradient-based methods.
Unlike the stepwise mean output of a conventional HMM, the mean output from
p(c | q,λ) is a smoothed trajectory, and can be used as a proper generative model, as in
parametric speech synthesis. Equation (4.3) serves as the core generative component
in the articulatory inversion system. It is possible to train the Trajectory-HMM to
maximise the generative model likelihoodp(c | q,λ). This has considerably higher
complexity than conventional maximum likelihood trainingfor HMMs, and is rarely
done for HMM-based speech synthesis systems (Zen and Toda, 2005).
4.2.3 Joint Acoustic-Articulatory HMM Modelling
Instead of seeking a direct mapping between the acoustic andarticulatory signals, our
methodology centres around the idea of jointly optimising asingle model for acoustic
and articulatory information. The model has two components, both are modelled as
multi-state phone-level HMMs: an articulatory synthesis model (articulatory HMMs)
which (given an HMM state sequence) generates a smoothed mean trajectory (4.3); and
an alignment model (acoustic HMMs) which derives the state sequence for synthesis
from the acoustic representation of an utterance.
Both the articulatory HMMs and the acoustic HMMs have the same model topol-
ogy: i.e. they have exactly the same set of HMM states, phoneme definitions, so that
the HMM state alignment from one can be mapped to the other dirctly. This structure
enables the HMM state alignment, as a highly abstracted speech form, to bridge the
articulatory and acoustic domains.
For inversion we first derive a representative HMM state alignment from the acous-
tic HMMs. Then the parameter generation algorithm (3.24) isexecuted to produce the
smoothed mean trajectory (4.3) in the articulatory domain.O e feature of the system
is the flexibility in obtaining the HMM state alignment at theinversion stage. De-
pending on the available resources, it can be the state sequence r turned by an HMM
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decoder, the forced alignment derived from phone labels, orthe synthesised state se-
quence from a textual representation, using a suitable duration model. An overview of
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the articulatory-acoustic modelling system. Using
two-stream combined training will result in greater accuracy compared with
the separately trained ones. The trajectory stream is modelled by trajec-
tory updated HMMs with single Gaussian state output (Trj.A.1mix), and the
acoustic stream is modelled by Baum-Welch trained HMMs with 8-mixture
GMM state output (S.8mix).
The use of two conceptually different HMMs makes training more complex. First
the two HMMs operate on domains with different nature: the articulatory feature is
slowly varying while the acoustic feature is fast changing ad more noisy. Second, the
output distribution of the articulatory HMMs can only be modelled using single Gaus-
sian densities, which is a limitation of the present Trajectory-HMM framework. Nev-
ertheless, the acoustic HMMs can use Gaussian mixtures as ina co ventional HMM
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system. Third, the quality of the intermediate HMM state alignment, either for trajec-
tory training the articulatory HMMs, or for the articulatory feature inversion, plays a
vital role in the overall inversion performance.
I considered two ways of training the models. The first is referr d to as separate
training, where the articulatory HMMs are trained on the articulatory data only, and the
acoustic HMMs are built from the acoustic data alone using the s andard HMM training
procedure. The HMM state alignment required for trajectorytraining of articulatory
HMM parameters is derived from the articulatory data using aconventionally trained
baseline HMM model. The idea behind the separate training isthat training the two
types of HMMs individually is likely to bring out the best perfo mance from each
channel.
The second scheme, on the other hand, tries to find a way to optimise the param-
eters of both types of HMMs simultaneously in the hope that the performance of the
two as a whole can be further improved. This requires a way to tie the two HMMs at
state level during training. And HTK’s multi-stream functionality makes this type of
training possible, by combining the two set of HMMs into a single, two-stream HMM
model. Starting from single Gaussian output distribution,the number of Gaussian mix-
tures in the acoustic stream is increased during training while t e number of Gaussian
mixtures in the articulatory stream remains unchanged. Furthermore, the alignment for
the trajectory parameter update can be obtained by aligningthe articulatory-acoustic
parallel training data using the combined HMM set. After that, either the Trajectory
MLE estimation or the RMS training criteria can be carried out n the articulatory
stream only.
The dynamic features, which play a central role in Trajectory-HMM, are usually
obtained from the regression coefficients that represent the temporal slope of each
feature (Furui, 1986). In the HTK system1, delta coefficients are computed from the
previous and next two frames. The delta-delta coefficients are computed in the same
way using the previous and next two deltas, meaning that the whole window covers
nine frames. In the HTS HMM-based speech synthesis system2 a simpler three frame
window is employed, using a quadratic regression for delta-deltas. I experimented with
both kinds of windows, and found that choice of coefficient type has an impact on the
articulatory inversion task. In what follows, I will refer to the three-frame dynamic
window (as used in HTS) asdw3, and the nine-frame window (as used in HTK) one as
1http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/.
2http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/.
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dw9. The differences will be discussed in section 4.4.7.
4.3 Experimental Set-up
4.3.1 The EMA Data from MOCHA-TIMIT
The MultichannelArticulatory (MOCHA) corpus3 is a speaker-dependent recording
of TIMIT sentences with EMA articulatory information captured along with the the
acoustic signal. Currently it includes one male speaker (msak0) and one female speaker
(fsew0), each uttering 460 “phonetically-diverse” TIMIT sentences. Electromagnetic
receiver coils are attached to 7 articulators4 in both x and y-coordinates during record-
ing, providing a total 14 channels of articulatory information sampled at 500 Hz. The
female data (fsew0) was used in this work.
4.3.2 Data Pre-processing
In preparing for the experiment, we down-sampled the EMA data to 100 Hz to match
the 10 ms frame-shift of the acoustic features, which are thestandard 12-order MFCCs
with log-energy plus their delta and delta-deltas. All delta features were computed
using the three-framedw3window unless mentioned otherwise. A mean-filtering nor-
malisation was performed to compensate some EMA measure errors introduced in the
recording stage (Richmond, 2002). I set aside the utterances whose recording number
ends with 2 for validation (46 utterances), those ending with 6 for testing (46 utter-
ances) and the remaining 368 utterances for training. This is the same split as used in
(Richmond, 2002). The validation set will be used to early stop the training process
when gradient-based method was used, to prevent from overfitting the data. The mono-
phone set consists of 45 phones including silence. The inversion performance will be













(cmi − tmi )2 (4.4)
where N is the total number of frames in the data,cmi andt
m
i are thei
th frame for the
3http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/research/projects/artic/mocha.html.
4These 7 articulators are: upper and lower incisor, upper andlower lip, tongue tip, tongue blade and
tongue dorsum.
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generated mean vector and the test vector of articulatory channelm.
The silence portion at the beginning and the end of each utteranc was excluded
when computing the RMS error. As during these unvoiced regions the articulators can
be in any position. This practice is in line with other published results on the MOCHA
data. We did not do this in an early experiment, and slightly higher RMS errors were
reported in (Zhang and Renals, 2008).
4.3.3 The L-BFGS Optimiser
While the trajectory mean parameter update can be obtained in closed form (3.43,
3.48), it is difficult to obtain the update of variance parameter analytically due to the
fact that the gradient vector (3.44, 3.49) is not a quadraticfun tion of the variance vari-
able. We therefore resort to a general gradient-descent method to do the optimisation.
Conventional gradient-descent optimisers that do not utilise the second-order Hessian
matrix can be slow to converge, especially on tasks involving a large number of vari-
ables. I chose to use an off-the-shelf gradient-based optimiser L-BFGS-B developed
in (Zhu et al., 1997). L-BFGS stands for “ Limited memory BFGSmethod”, which is
a limited-memory version of the quasi-Newton algorithm that, instead of calculating
a full Hessian at each iteration, stores a low rank Hessian approximation by analysing
successive gradient vectors. A bounded version of the algorithm that can solve large
non-linear optimisation problem subject to simple bounds on the variables will be used
5. The variance variables are constrained to be within the range of [log1−4, log14], to
avoid extreme values that will cause numerical problem. Thebound is given in the
log domain as the variance parameters are transformed into log domain to extend the
search space of each variance parameter toR .
4.3.4 Inversion Configurations
Similar to building an HMM-based speech recognition system, we refine our inversion
models incrementally. Models for both articulatory and acoustic streams start from a
single Gaussian, three-state, left-to-right monophone HMM trained using HTK.
The inversion model refers to the HMM that was first initialised on articulatory data
using HTK. Then its mean and variance parameters were updated via the trajectory
training algorithm. There are different ways to update the model parameters. The
nature of the mean parameter update (closed form analyticalsolution) and the variance
5The fortran L-BFGS-B code can be obtained from http://www.ece northwestern.edu/~nocedal/lbfgsb.html.
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update (gradient-descent training) calls for a different treatment. Zen et al. (2004)
used a procedure that first updated the mean parameter analytically, then employed
a gradient-descent method to optimise the variances, repeating the process until the
model log-likelihood on the training data stabilised. A possibly better way of training
is to update both mean and variance parameters simultaneously using gradient-decent
method, thus removing the need for iterative training as long as the state alignment is
fixed. We can also choose to update mean or variance only. Since the Trajectory-HMM
is still relatively new with no standard training protocol,I explored different training
approaches.
Depending on the parameter update method used, three groupsof articulatory in-
version models were built:
• Group A: baseline HMM model trained on the articulatory datausing Baum-
Welch algorithm as implemented in theHERest tool from HTK. This group has
only one model: A.hmm.
• Group B: Articulatory HMMs trained separately from acoustic HMMs, with the
Gaussian mean and variance components updated using the forced alignment
provided by the articulatory HMMs in the baseline model A.hmm. Six models
can be built using two different training objective functions (MLE and RMS)
and three parameter update schemes:
– m: update Gaussian mean parameters only by solving the set oflinear equa-
tions (3.43, 3.48).
– v: update Gaussian variance parameters only using gradient-based method.
– mv: update both mean and variance parameters using gradient-based method.
The trained models will be named with suffix so that B.mle-mv is the Trajectory-
HMM with both mean and variance parameters updated using MLEobjective
function via gradient-descent method on the articulatory data.
• Group C: Similar to Group B but both the articulatory stream and the acoustic
stream were jointly trained using HTK’s multiple-stream facility, with a default
stream weight of 1.0 being applied to both streams. Then the Gaussian mean
and variance parameters of the articulatory stream were updated using the same
procedure as in Group B, yielding six different articulatory inversion models
named as C.mle-m, C.mle-mv etc.
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The configurations of different inversion models are summarised in table 4.1.
A A.hmm baseline HMM trained with HTK
B B.mle-m, B.mle-v, B.mle-mv separate training, MLE objective
B.rms-m, B.rms-v, B.rms-mv separate training, RMS objective
C C.mle-m, C.mle-v, C.mle-mv joint training, MLE objective
C.rms-m, C.rms-v, C.rms-mv joint training, RMS objective
Table 4.1: List of inversion model configurations.
Since a Trajectory-HMM equivalent of the Baum-Welch algorithm has not been
discovered, it is prohibitively expensive to train Trajectory-HMMs whose output dis-
tribution is Gaussian mixture with more than one component.Thus our articulatory
synthesis component is limited to single component Gaussian densities (1mix). In
deriving the alignment for training, however, there is no such restriction. We can
therefore obtain a more accurate alignment by using more mixture components in the
acoustic HMMs. In the experiments, Gaussian mixture densiti s up to eight (8mix)
components were used to derive the HMM state alignment.
As the MOCHA-TIMIT data we used is similar to the original TIMT data, it is
of interest to consider the accuracy obtained by the state-of- he-art techniques on the
original TIMIT data, which is a standard benchmark for phonerecognition. For stan-
dard context-dependent triphone HMMs, a phone error rate (PER) of 27.1% has been
reported in (Lamel and Gauvain, 1993). Using a recurrent neural network gives 26.1%
(Robinson, 1994), and the lowest PER so far 24.4%, was obtained by a landmark
segment-based approach (Glass, 2003).
Finally, table 4.2 gives the phone error rate on validation and testing sets using a
phoneloop grammar. These figures, while not directly comparable to the state-of-the-
art performance on the original TIMIT data, do give us an ideaof the performance of
monophone Baum-Welch trained HMMs.
4.3.5 Questions to be Answered
Before moving to the result analysis section, let us step back and look at some questions
of both theoretical and practical value, that will be answered by the experiments in this
chapter.
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Articulatory Feature Acoustic Feature
val test val test
1mix 55.93 53.13 57.49 55.71
4mix 48.94 46.87 52.54 51.78
8mix 45.13 43.25 51.43 47.97
Table 4.2: Phone error rates on fsew0 data using Baum-Welch trained
HMMs. The first column gives the number of Gaussian mixture compo-
nents used in the HMM state output distribution.
1. How does the Trajectory-HMM compare to MLE trained HMM?
Conventional MLE trained HMMs have already been used in the context of
speech synthesis for more than a decade with good results (Tokuda et al., 1995).
Due to the complexity of trajectory training , even the latest HMM-based speech
synthesis system creates models using the classic Baum-Welch algorithm, albeit
with sophisticated enhancements such as the use of contextual features, applying
EM-based mixture component selection in the parameter generation stage, and
parameter generation considering global variance (Zen et al., 2007). However,
the fact that a conventionally trained HMM does not hornour the relationship
between the statics and deltas, as described in chapter 3, isunlikely to bring out
the full potential of the model. Through experiment, I hope to discover empiri-
cally the level of improvement we are likely to gain in a real-world application
by honouring the dynamic constraints in training.
2. We want to see if jointly trained two-stream models (groupC) have a perfor-
mance advantage over the separately optimised two-stream models (group B).
The two streams in the inversion system have different properties. The acous-
tic features are fast changing while the articulatory features have a slow vary-
ing nature. It is tempting to hypothesise that training the two stream separately
can achieve optimal modelling on both streams. However, thefact that the two
stream are tied by the same HMM state, which is vital for both acoustic align-
ment and articulatory inversion, introduces dependenciesbetween the two. In
other applications such as audio-visual recognition, it has been confirmed that
joint-stream optimisation is helpful for modelling the asynchrony between audio
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and visual state sequences (Brand et al., 1997; Gravier et al., 2002). This kind
of optimisation will be explored in section 4.4.5.
3. The effect of different parameter update schemes.
As discussed earlier, different training schemes can have an impact on the system
performance. It will be useful to find out the tradeoff between training complex-
ity and model fitness resulting from varying individual parameter update method.
For instance, in terms of computational cost, the analytic solution of mean up-
date has a clear advantage over the gradient-based methods.Through experiment
I would like to find out how will the low cost update methods compete with the
more expensive ones when it comes to system performance.
4. The effect of RMS training objective function.
So far all the work on training the Trajectory-HMM is based onthe Maximum-
likelihood principle. While MLE-training has a sound theortical foundation, as
described in section 3.3.2 it is possible to directly minimise the RMS error on the
training data. The experiment in section 4.4.3 is designed to see how the RMS
training objective function stacks against the MLE one.
5. The quality of state alignment.
A vital component in the inversion system is to use acoustic HMMs to derive
an HMM state alignment for articulatory inversion. Although the articulatory
stream is restricted to single Gaussian, there is no such restriction for acoustic
HMM. In our experiment we choose to increase the number of Gaussi n com-
ponents up to 8 mixture components in the acoustic stream. Wewill investigate
how such a practice performs in a real-world task.
6. The effect of dynamic coefficients.
An often ignored area in previous research is the choice of dynamic coefficient.
Different types of dynamic coefficient differ not only in thewidth of the dynamic
window, the formula for deriving the delta and delta-deltasfrom the static fea-
tures, but also in the generated mean trajectories, and ultimately the inversion
performance. These differences will be examined in section4.4.7.
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4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 Effectiveness of MLE Training
The first problem to be addressed is the effectiveness of MLE training. Zen et al.
(2004) observed that MLE training helped to reduce the N-best rescoring error in a
phone recognition context. In this experiment, I investigated the effectiveness of MLE
training and explored the relationship between the increase in log-likelihood and the
reduction in RMS error. All training that involved varianceupdate was done via the
L-BFGS method and the validation data was used for early-stopping the training pro-
cess. Table 4.3 gives the per-frame log-likelihood and RMS error of the trained model
on training, validation and testing data, using alignmentsderived from aligning artic-
ulatory data. 8-mixture component articulatory HMMs were employed to obtain the
state alignment.
Log-likelihood RMS
train val test train val test
A.hmm 1.928 2.080 1.492 1.663 1.688 1.704
B.mle-m 5.508 5.332 4.930 1.351 1.403 1.373
B.mle-v 4.986 3.806 4.209 1.580 1.606 1.605
B.mle-mv 10.536 10.445 10.1341.416 1.470 1.434
Table 4.3: Per-frame trajectory log-likelihood and averaged RMS errors of different MLE
trained models.
A few observations can be made from table 4.3:
1. All trained models achieve a higher log-likelihood than baseline A.hmm, re-
gardless of data set, confirmed by paired t-test atp < 0.005 (n is the number of
utterances involved, which is 368 for training set, and 46 for validation and test-
ing set, respectively). This is in line with the expection ofMLE training that the
trained model will give a higher trajectory log-likelihoodcompared to untrained
ones.
2. Variance update (B.mle-v) gives a higher log-likelihoodon all data sets than
baseline A.hmm, but the gain compared to mean update alone (B.mle-m) is
smaller. Consequently, there is less RMS reduction of B.mle-v trained model
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compared to B.mle-m trained model. This shows updating meanparameters is
more effective than updating variance parameters.
3. In the columns of RMS errors it can be seen that all MLE update models have a
lower RMS error compared to A.hmm, confirmed by paired t-testat p < 0.005.
However, the reduction of RMS error is not a simple linear function of the change
in log-likelihood. B.mle-mv update, which generates the gratest improvement
in log-likelihood, actually has less RMS reduction than B.mle- trained models.
4. Surprisingly, the simple mean update (B.mle-m) that requir s the least computa-
tional power, is most effective in terms of RMS reduction, with lower errors than
those obtained by updating both mean and variance together (B.mle-mv). This is
an interesting observation as updating both mean and variance is expected to be
more effective for reducing the RMS errors, judging from thest ady increase in
log-likelihood. A possible explanation is that gradient-based update of the mean
and variance is likely to find local minima while the analyticupdate of the mean
vector is always a global solution.
4.4.2 Effectiveness of RMS Training
Following the MLE training experiment, in this section we examine the effectiveness
of training using RMS objective function. The experiment condition was the same as
in previous section, with the training criterion changed toRMS criterion (see 3.46 on
page 35). The result is displayed in table 4.4. I report the RMS error as well as the
per-frame log-likelihood on training, validation and testing data, using an aligned state
sequence derived from 8-mixture articulatory HMMs.
Log-likelihood RMS
train val test train val test
A.hmm 1.928 2.080 1.492 1.663 1.688 1.704
B.rms-m 2.097 1.791 1.343 1.321 1.378 1.372
B.rms-v -3013.511 -3368.367 -3385.1221.410 1.469 1.474
B.rms-mv -20.641 -22.879 -21.947 1.255 1.341 1.324
Table 4.4: Per-frame trajectory log-likelihood and averaged RMS errors of different
RMS-trained models.
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Table 4.4 shows that, after RMS training, the trajectory log-likelihood of most
models is lowered compared to the baseline HMM. This is not surprising as the RMS
training objective function does not guarantee the increase of log-likelihood. And it is
likely a model that has a lower RMS generation error on the training data has a lower
“fit” in the sense of log-likelihood. Interestingly, the log-likelihood “reduction” in table
4.4 shows a different pattern to that of the MLE training in table 4.3 . Here the mean
update (B.rms-m) has the least log-likelihood decrease from baseline HMM, followed
by updating both mean and variance (B.rms-mv). However, updating variance alone
(B.rms-v) drives the log-likelihood much lower than the other models, suggesting a
radically different set of model parameters was chosen towards the end of training.
Different parameter updating methods again play differently when it comes to RMS
reduction. B.rms-mv has the lowest RMS on validation and testing data, followed by
B.rms-m (the difference is statistically significant atp< 0.005,n= 46). The variance-
updated model B.rms-v, though achieves a lower RMS error than A.hmm, is not as
effective as either B.rms-m or B.rms-mv. This is in line withthe observation we made
on MLE trained models and suggests that variance update of Trajectory-HMMs is not
as effective as other parameter update methods for the articul tory inversion task.
4.4.3 MLE vs RMS Objective Function
Having analysed MLE and RMS training criteria individually, it is time to look at the
difference between the two types of training objective functions. The RMS errors of
MLE and RMS trained models are compared in figure 4.3. We observed that all RMS-
trained models consistently achieve greater RMS error reduction than MLE trained
ones. The differences are all significant atp < 0.005 level using one-tail paired test
(n= 368 for training,n= 46 for validation and testing). This agrees with our expection
that RMS training is better suited for this task. This also confirms the hypothesis that
training will be most effective when the training objectiveand the error measure of the
task match. Given the limited amount of data, RMS training criterion is better suited
for the inversion task than the MLE one.
4.4.4 Effect of Parameter Update Method
Before moving on to further analysis, I would like to summarise the most effective
parameter update method using what has been observed so far.Therefore in the later




































Figure 4.3: Comparison of RMS error reduction using MLE RMS training criteria.
presentation clearer.
From the previous section we observe that the RMS objective function generally
produces better articulatory inversion model than MLE trained ones, judging from
the RMS error on the forced-aligned alignment from articulatory data. Furthermore,
looking at table 4.4, we find that updating both mean and variance simultaneously
(B.rms-mv) gives best RMS reduction on the testing set, which is followed by mean
update only (B.rms-m), with variance update being the leastffective method. The
difference is easier to see as illustrated in figure 4.4. There is no doubt rms-mv is
consistently better than the other parameter update methods. I therefore decide to
present further analysis using rms-mv trained models.
4.4.5 Articulatory Stream Updating: Jointly or Separately
The two main components of our HMM-based inversion system are realised as two
set of HMMs: one for modelling the acoustic feature to be usedfor eriving an valid
HMM state alignment from the unseen acoustic representatioof an utterance, and
one for modelling the articulatory data which will be trajectory trained to estimate
smoothed articulatory trajectories based on the HMM state alignment provided by the

















Figure 4.4: The RMS errors from different parameter update methods using
RMS objective function. Group A is the Baum-Welched trained HMM, and
group B are the trajectory updated HMMs.
acoustic HMMs.
The two set of HMMs are not independent from each other. They have the same
HMM topology, and may be considered as an HMM with multiple observation stream.
For instance, the HMM state corresponding to English vowel/ax/ is capable of gen-
erating both the acoustic realisation of the phone/ax/ and its articulatory realisation,
given a suitable HMM state sequence.
As we have parallel acoustic-articulatory data, a choice arises as to how we should
train the two HMM streams. Given the different nature of the acoustic and articulatory
features, one may argue that training the two streams separat ly will yield a model that
fits the data better. However, as the inversion quality largely d pends on the quality
of the HMM state alignment, which is derived from the acoustic HMM, I hypothesise
that training the two streams together will help the inversion performance although the
error measure (log-likelihood or RMS error) on the individual stream will be worse.
Both separate training (group B) and joint training (group C) were conducted.
The RMS errors and per-frame trajectory log-likelihood of rms-mv trained models
are given in table 4.5.
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RMS Log-likelihood
B.rms-mv C.rms-mv B.rms-mv C.rms-mv
A-Align train 1.255 1.286† -20.641 -8.009
val 1.341 1.352 -22.879 -9.885
test 1.324 1.316 -21.947 -8.316
S-Align val 1.525 1.458 -44.702 -17.613
test 1.482 1.403 -46.536 -15.876
S-Decode val 1.712 1.663 -59.409 -26.421
test 1.755 1.697 -64.738 -25.953
Table 4.5: Per-frame log-likelihood and RMS errors of jointly and separately
trained models using rms-mv update method. The first column indicates
the sources of HMM state alignment for generating output mean trajectory.
The Alignment A-Align is obtained by force-aligning the articulatory data,
S-Align alignment is obtained by force-aligning the acoustic data, and S-
Decode gets the alignment by directly decoding the speech signal using an
HMM decoder. The alignments were obtained using 8-mixture HMMs.
In table 4.5 A-Align refers to the alignment derived from align ng articulatory data
using the HMM Viterbi algorithm. Since the articulatory data is not available in a real-
world scenario, where the alignment is usually derived by anacoustic HMM either
from directly decoding the speech signal (S-Decode) or doing an alignment (S-Align),
it is more appropriate to interpret the result from A-Align as the upper-bound one can
obtain from inversion system with a single Gaussian articulatory model. Looking at
the A-Align result in table 4.5, the first thing we notice is tha the RMS errors on the
training and validation data are slightly higher for C.rms-v, compared to B.rms-mv.
This is not suprising as the jointly-trained model is supposed not to perform as well as
separately trained model on the training data. However, thediff rence is only signif-
icant on the training set (marked with †, p<0.005), and is notsta istically significant
on the validation and testing sets, at p=0.05. The results from alignments derived from
speech, S-Align and S-Decode, however, are encouraging. Inall these cases the joint
training gives a lower RMS error compared with separately trained models, and the
differences are all significant at thep < 0.005 level of a paired one-tailt-test. This
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confirms our hypothesis on the advantage of joint training.
The log-likelihood figures are unexpected. Although not directly optimised for log-
likelihood, the figures in table 4.5 reveal that jointly-trained models all have higher log-
likelihood than separately trained ones. Combined with thereduction in RMS error, I
hypothesise that the effect of joint-optimisation acts as aregulariser, which penalises
models with lower log-likelihood, thus, improves the “model correctness”.
4.4.6 Quality of State Alignment
In this section let us look at how the quality of HMM state alignment can have an
impact on the articulatory inversion performance. As described earlier in section 4.2.3,
in the inversion stage, an HMM state alignment is needed by the parameter generation
algorithm to generate the smoothed mean trajectories as thees imate of the articulatory
movement for the unseen speech. In the proposed inversion system the HMM state
alignment is derived from acoustic HMMs. This can be achieved by either force-
aligning the phone label sequence, or decoding the unseen speech directly using the
trained acoustic HMMs. The two types of alignment, represented by S-Align and S-
Decode, have different level of accuracy. The forced alignme t is likely to perform
better.
A second factor that affect the accuracy of derived HMM alignme ts is the com-
plexity of the acoustic HMMs. In HMM based speech recognitioit is common prac-
tice to use Gaussian mixture as the state emission distribution for increased perfor-
mance. Although the articulatory HMM is restricted to single Gaussian, there is no
such restriction for the acoustic HMM that will be used to deriv HMM state align-
ment from unseen speech. Therefore it is possible to increase the number of Gaussian
component in the acoustic HMM prior to conducting the trajectory training. In our
experiment, up to 8 Gaussian mixture components were employed to obtain a better
HMM alignment.
The effect of using different number of Gaussian mixture comp nents in the align-
ment deriving stage can be analysed by comparing the averageRMS errors based on
different alignments, which are reported in table 4.6. The inversion configuration is
C.rms-mv, i.e. joint HMM training using RMS objective function to update both mean
and variance parameters. Validation data was used to early stop the training process.
To study the effect of alignment derived from HMM with different number of mix-
ture components, we present the average RMS error using C.rms-mv in table 4.6:
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1mix 4mix 8mix
train A-Align 1.316 1.291 1.286
val A-Align 1.392 1.367 1.352
S-Align 1.536 1.467 1.458
S-Decode 1.760 1.652† 1.663
test A-Align 1.352 1.328 1.316
S-Align 1.457 1.425 1.403
S-Decode 1.891 1.794 1.697
Table 4.6: The average RMS errors computed from different alignments using C.rms-mv
trained model.
In each row of table 4.6 we observe that the more mixture components used for
alignment, the more RMS reduction is observed. For the same type of HMM align-
ment, RMS errors computed from alignments derived from 4-mixture acoustic HMMs
are consistently lower than those from 1-mixture acoustic HMM. Similarly, RMS er-
ror computed from alignment derived from 8-mixture acoustic HMMs are lower than
those from 4 mixtures. All the differences were confirmed to be significant by paired
t-test atp < 0.005. The only exception is S-Decode on the validation set, where 8mix
result (1.663) is higher than 4mix one (1.652, marked by †). Overall, this is in agree-
ment with our assumption that even when the articulatory HMMuses single Gaussian
output, the inversion system can still benefit from using HMMstate alignment derived
from HMMs with more expressive output distribution.
Moreover, looking at the figures column-wise, the use of phone label information
(S-Align) consistently produce better alignment for inversion than relying solely on
the information in the speech signal (S-Decode), confirmed at p < 0.05, which is as
expected. The differences are further plotted in figure 4.5,using results from alignment
of 8-mixture component HMMs. The difference between S-Align and S-Decode in
figure 4.5 is much larger than that between S-Align and A-Align. This suggests that
there is still much room for improving the quality of HMM state alignment derived
from S-Decode. In a practical inversion system, it would be possible to first produce a
phone label sequence from a sophisticated ASR component known to have good phone
accuracy, such as a Neural-network recogniser (Robinson, 1994), then to force-align
the phone label sequence to get a more accurate HMM state alignment for the purpose


















Figure 4.5: RMS errors on validation and test data using different types of
alignment suggest there is still room for improving the quality of alignment
derived from S-Decode.
4.4.7 Effect of Dynamic Coefficients
One area that has not received much attention in the literature on HMM modelling is
the choice of formula for calculating the dynamic coefficients. In speech recognition,















wherect is the static feature at framet, n is the half size of the window used to
compute the dynamic feature at framet. ∆ct and ∆2ct are the calculated delta and
delta-delta feature for framet respectively. In ASR a typical choice forn is 2, and
this yields a 5-frame window for calculating delta featuresfor framet, and a 9-frame
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We will refer this type of window, which was implemented in HTK toolkit, to asdw9
type window.
Another type of dynamic coefficient, derived from quadraticfunction as imple-






∑nτ=−n τ2ct+τ − 1N(∑nτ=−n τ2)(∑nτ=−nct+τ)
∑nτ=−n τ4− 1N ∑nτ=−n τ2
(4.8)
hereN = 2n+ 1 is the width of the window used to compute the dynamic feature at




We will refer this type of window to asdw3 type window.
The 9-frame window obviously requires more computation than the 3-frame win-
dow. For conventional HMMs, the dynamic features are computed once and then fixed
in both training and decoding, so the difference in computation l cost can be ignored.
The dynamic coefficient window in Trajectory-HMM formula actively participates in
every step of trajectory training in the form of matrixW (3.16), and the dw9 type win-
dow will make the training time longer than that of dw3 type window. Furthermore,
in the Trajectory decoding algorithm (section 3.4 on page 36), the decoder will look
ahead a number of frames equal to half window size, and the dw9type window will
pull in many more paths for looking ahead than the dw3 type window, which will slow
down the decoding process considerably.
Traditionally, the dw9 type of coefficient was used in speechrecognition, and the
dw3 type of coefficient found its use in HMM-based speech synthesis, but not vice
versa.
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1mix 4mix 8mix
dw3 dw9 dw3 dw9 dw3 dw9
val A 55.93 54.52 48.94 46.89 45.13 41.95
S 57.49 54.17 52.54 45.55 51.13 41.81
A+S 43.29 39.41 40.61 35.95 40.32 34.75
test A 53.13 51.26 46.87 43.90 43.25 41.58
S 55.71 51.13 51.78 43.00 47.97 42.03
A+S 39.25 36.67 37.44 32.92 36.22 31.05
Table 4.7: Phone error rates from the acoustic HMMs using dw3 and dw9
type dynamic coefficient. Three feaure sets are used: articulatory fea-
ture (A), acoustic feature (S) and the combined articulatory-acoustic fea-
ture (A+S).
To see the difference between the two on the articulatory inversion task, two inver-
sion system using C.rms-mv configurations were built using the data from the female
speaker fsew0, one with dw3 type of dynamic coefficient and one with dw9 type of
coefficient. The phone error rates on the training, validation and testing sets using
conventionally trained HMMs from both systems are given in table 4.7:
The phone error rates in table 4.7 suggest that the dw9 type ofdynamic coefficient,
when it comes to recognition task, is consistently better than t e dw3 type coefficient.
The average reduction in phone error rate using dw9 based system compared to dw3
based system is 2.19% for articulatory feature (A), 6.49% for acoustic feature (S) and
4.40% for the combined articulatory-acoustic feature (A+S). However, the articulatory
inversion results, as presented in table 4.8, show a slightly different trend. Here the
dw3 type coefficient has a performance advantage over the dw9type coefficient using
A-Align and S-Align alignments. But the dw9 coefficient produces a lower RMS error
when HMM alignment was derived directly from speech (S-Decode). Combined with
the finding in the phone error rate, we conclude that the dw9 type of coefficient gives
better discrimination for speech and, consequently, yields more accurate alignment in
S-Decode configuration.
Although both the dw3 and dw9 types of coefficient give similar RMS figures for
S-Decode alignment, we observe a notable difference in the recovered trajectories:
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dw3 dw9
train A-Align 1.286 1.377
val A-Align 1.352 1.440
S-Align 1.458 1.516
S-Decode 1.663 1.567
test A-Align 1.316 1.407
S-Align 1.403 1.487
S-Decode 1.697 1.671
Table 4.8: The average RMS errors computed from dw3 and dw9 dynamic window
types, using C.rms-mv trained model with 8-mixture acoustic HMMs.
inspection of the recovered articulatory trajectories shows that the dw9 system gives a
noisy, jigsaw-like result which, when compared to the smoother output from the dw3
system, is inferior (see figure 4.6). This is contrary to our assumption that a longer
dynamic window is capable of capturing long range correlations between frames, and
should produce smoother mean output trajectories.
File:fsew0_006 Channel:ul_x Txt:"Bright sunshine shimmers on the ocean."














Figure 4.6: Recovered trajectory for the movement of upper lip in x co-
ordinate ul_x of a test utterance fsew0_006. The trained Trajectory-HMM
(hmm.dw3) shows a closer fit to the data than the baseline HMM (trj.dw3),
with state alignment derived from a 8-mixture jointly MLE-m trained 2-
stream HMM. The light gray trajectory of (trj.dw9) shows the noisy effect
of using 9-frame dynamic window.
To investigate the possible cause of the smoothness result produced from the dw9
type dynamic window, the covariance matrices for a segment of the utterance corre-
sponding to silence are plotted in figure 4.7, using both dw3 and dw9 dynamic win-
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Figure 4.7: Covariance matrices for a segment corresponding to silence in the utterance
fsew0_006. The left is from a dw3 type dynamic window and the right is from a dw9
type dynamic window. The dw9 covariance matrix shows many negative elements in
the off-diagonal position.
dows.
The main difference between the two matrices is the distribution of off-diagonal
elements. The covariance matrix produced from a dw3 type dynamic window shows a
stronger diagonal structure, which decreases steadily towards the off-diagonal part of
the matrix. The covariance matrix from a dw9 type dynamic window shows a different
patten: while most off-diagonal elements are close to zero as expected, there are many
near diagonal elements that are negative. The existence of ngative elements in a co-
variance matrix generally suggests some degree of anticorrelation. Inspecting samples
generated from the dw9 system reveals a similar pattern of jaggedness as observed in
the mean output trajectory. Referring to (3.24) we can see thcovariance matrixPq
is the inverse ofRq, which is a linear transformation of the original HMM precision
matrix Σ−1q . However, it is still an open question why the linear transform W used
in a dw9 window produces an inverse covariance matrix with negative off-diagonal
elements, and how this is related to the structure of the dynamic coefficients.
So far the experimental results suggest that both types of dynamic coefficients have
their own strengths and weaknesses. The dw9 coefficients show increased discrimina-
tive power in phone decoding and give improved accuracy for HMM alignment derived
from speech alone, compared to the dw3 system. The drawback of the dw9 coefficient,
however, is the jaggedness of the recovered articulatory trajectories, which renders the
dw9 type useless in real-world inversion scenario without sme kind of post-smoothing
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(such as applying a low-pass filter to the estimated trajectory as in (Richmond, 2002)).
The cause behind this difference, however, is unclear.
The proposed inversion system utilises two streams, articula ory and acoustic, each
modelled by a set of HMMs. The articulatory stream is used to build the Trajectory-
HMM inversion model to generate the smoothed mean trajectori s f om given HMM
state sequences. The acoustic stream is used to train a set ofconventional acoustic
HMMs to derive an accurate HMM state alignment from the acoustic representation of
the speech.
Given the functional difference between the two streams, itmay be profitable to
use the dw3 type of coefficient for the articulatory stream, and to use the dw9 type of
coefficient for the acoustic stream. The hypothesis is that the use of dw9 coefficient in
the acoustic stream will help produce more accurate HMM state alignment for inver-
sion. The inversion result from this arrangement compared to either dw3 based or dw9
based systems is presented in table 4.9, where the combined use of dynamic coefficient
is denoted as dw3-9.
dw3 dw9 dw3-9
train A-Align 1.286 1.377 1.269
val A-Align 1.352 1.440 1.354
S-Align 1.458 1.516 1.472
S-Decode 1.663 1.567 1.575
test A-Align 1.316 1.407 1.324
S-Align 1.403 1.487 1.411
S-Decode 1.697 1.671 1.678
Table 4.9: The average RMS errors computed from dw3, dw9 and dw3-9 dynamic
window configurations,using C.rms-mv trained model with 8-mixture acoustic HMMs.
The result in table 4.9 confirms this hypothesis, giving a lower RMS inversion
error than the dw3 configuration when alignment was derived from speech only, with
smooth trajectories compared with the dw9 configuration (which has slightly lower
RMS errors for the S-Decode alignment).
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4.4.8 Overfitting and Regularisation
Like many probabilistic models the Trajectory-HMM can suffer rom overfitting on
training data. As a result, the trained model will have less generalisation power when
applied to unseen data. All the training in this thesis used aseparate validation set to
monitor the training process and to stop the training if overfitting is observed. One
possible solution is to add a so-calledweight decayterm to the error function, which is




whereλ >= 0 is a tuning parameter that is estimated using cross-validation, andσi
is the ith variance parameter of the model. Larger values ofλ will tend to shrink the
weights toward zero, therefore the weight decay penalty term causes the weights to
converge to smaller absolute values than they otherwise would (Hastie et al., 2001).
Another possible regularisation method is to consider the global variance in addi-
tion to the error term. Toda and Tokuda (2005) showed that an improvement to the
naturalness of synthetic speech was observed in a perceptual valuation of a TTS task
by considering a global variance constraint in training.
4.4.9 Final Result
We have discussed various factors that can influence the performance of the inver-
sion system: the effectiveness of training objective function, the method of parameter
update, joint or separate optimisation, the quality of HMM state alignment, and the es-
timation of dynamic coefficients. The conclusion is that, for the particular articulatory
inversion task, the RMS training criterion is superior to the MLE training objective
function, due to the match of the error measure across training and testing condition.
Updating both mean and variance parameters has an advantageover updating either
mean or variance parameter alone, albeit adding computational expense. Furthermore,
joint parameter optimisation of the articulatory-acoustic two stream HMMs was found
to have an edge over the separate parameter estimation. As for the quality of HMM
state alignment, 8-mixture component acoustic HMMs were found to produce a more
accurate alignment than 1 or 4-mixture component HMMs. In addition, the dw3 type
of dynamic window was observed to give a smoother output trajectory compared to the
dw9 type, and further improvement can be obtained by using the two types of dynamic
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coefficients separately.
Combining all these findings, the best inversion configuration was C.rms-mv, which
jointly optimises both mean and variance parameters using RMS training criterion,
with all the alignments being derived from 8-mixture acoustic HMMs.
At present there are two speakers in the publicly available MOCHA TIMIT data:
the female speakerfsew0 as used in this chapter and a male speakermsak0. The
final articulatory inversion system was set up to run on data from both speakers using
C.rms-mv trained model and 8-mixture acoustic HMMs, and theinv rsion results are
presented in table 4.10.
dynamic window dw3 dw3-9
speaker fsew0 msak0 fsew0 msak0
train A-Align 1.286 1.236 1.269 1.236
val A-Align 1.352 1.350 1.354 1.323
S-Align 1.458 1.458 1.472 1.421
S-Decode 1.663 1.684 1.575 1.625
test A-Align 1.316 1.357 1.324 1.364
S-Align 1.403 1.410 1.411 1.414
S-Decode 1.697 1.733 1.678 1.712
Table 4.10: The average RMS errors computed from different speakers using C.rms-mv
trained model.
The lowest inversion error from the the speech signal alone is 1.678 mm on test-
ing data for speaker fsew0, which compares well with an errorof 1.62 mm obtained
when using an MLP for direct acoustic-articulatory mapping(Richmond et al., 2003),
especially since in this approach the articulatory trajectory is generated using single
Gaussian densities. Adding the phone label information to produce the S-Align align-
ment, the average RMS error can be as low as 1.403 mm, using dw3type dynamic
coefficient. More recently, the TMDN approach with many morefree parameters has
resulted in a decreased RMS error of 1.40 mm on this data set (Richmond, 2007).
Finally, the per-channel RMS errors from the best inversionystem configurations
are given in table 4.11.
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S-Align S-Decode
articulator fsew0 msak0 fsew0 msak0
ll_y 2.065 1.491 2.579 1.814
ll_x 1.059 1.177 1.170 1.264
tb_y 1.872 2.082 2.314 2.375
ul_x 0.864 0.696 0.976 0.761
ul_y 0.895 0.782 1.116 0.989
tt_y 2.248 2.344 2.459 2.918
v_x 0.402 0.583 0.555 0.674
tb_x 2.085 2.001 2.405 2.652
li_x 0.775 0.549 0.832 2.575
li_y 1.124 0.861 1.291 0.946
v_y 0.386 1.088 0.467 1.136
tt_x 2.242 2.203 2.598 3.068
td_y 1.718 1.952 2.467 2.466
td_x 1.907 1.931 2.258 2.332
average RMS (mm) 1.403 1.410 1.678 1.712
Table 4.11: The final per-channel RMS errors (mm) for two speakers in
MOCHA-TIMIT data. The dynamic window type was dw3 for S-Align align-




Recent interest in the use of HMM-based systems for speech synt esis, and the de-
velopment of the the Trajectory-HMM, has resulted in a resurgence of interest in the
development of unified models for speech recognition and synthesis with a principled
statistical basis. In this chapter we demonstrate that a comm n generative model for
acoustic-articulatory data can be used for both recognition and synthesis of acoustic
and articulatory signals with appropriate marginalisation. In particular, HMM state
sequences are used as the hidden representation of both acoustic and articulatory chan-
nels. The benefit of introducing an intermediate layer into existing framework can also
be found in speech recognition (Russell and Jackson, 2005),where the relationship be-
tween symbolic (phonetic) and surface (acoustic) representatio of speech is regulated
by an ‘articulatory’ representation under a multi-level segmental HMM framework.
The task developed in this chapter served as a testbed for trying out new algo-
rithms for Trajectory-HMMs. It gave us an opportunity to systematically study various
aspects of trajectory training. The experiments in this chapter showed that the newly
proposed RMS training objective function was found to be consistently better than
the MLE training criterion for the inversion task. The result also revealed that train-
ing such a model jointly (Group C) results in more accurate generation of articulatory
trajectories, compared with separately trained models (Group B). The final inversion
result compares favourably to models with much more free parameters.
Despite its theoretical attractions, the Trajectory-HMM has a major limitation at the
present time. In the absence of a “Trajectory-HMM Baum-Welch” algorithm, training
models with multiple mixture components is prohibitively exp nsive. Thus, in this
work, the articulatory inversion model was limited to Trajectory-HMMs with single
Gaussian densities. In the HTS speech synthesis system, this limitation is implicitly
addressed through the use of detailed context. In this work we have used monophone
models, and it is clear that the use of context-dependent models is worth investigating.
The use of more detailed modelling units will be explored in chapter 5.
Although there are significant technical challenges related to Trajectory-HMM
training, there are several advantages to pursuing the Trajectory-HMM as a unified
model for synthesis and recognition. The fact that existingsoftware frameworks for
HMMs may be reused provides a platform for experimentation,and a principled, ef-
ficient way to initialise models (using conventional HMM parameter estimation). In
the case of articulatory-acoustic modelling, the use of duration modelling approaches
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developed in HMM-based speech synthesis enables articulatory movement to be gen-
erated without the need for acoustics, and it is also possible to apply speaker adaptation
approaches used successfully in recognition and synthesis.
Chapter 5
Trajectory Triphone Modelling
The basic modelling units of the Trajectory-HMMs explored so far are monophones
where each phoneme is modelled by a multi-state HMM with single Gaussian output
function. While this keeps the model relatively compact andeasy to train, the limited
number of model parameters may be inadequate to model the more detailed structure of
speech. In the articulatory inversion experiment of Chapter 4 it was observed that the
final RMS inversion error, though much lower than that produced by conventionally
trained HMMs, is still inferior to figures obtained by more sophisticated models em-
ploying a richer structure with more parameters, such as theMixture Density Networks
(Richmond, 2007). This suggests there is still room for improvement, considering the
RMS reduction obtained by using a rather small number of freeparameters in a mono-
phone system. If that is the case, i.e., the model turns out tobe o simple for the task,
one solution could be to increase the number of model parameters without substantial
infrastructure changes. Moreover, a model is of little practical use if it can not scale
to large scale tasks. Therefore, it is natural to wonder if further performance gains can
be obtained by increasing the modelling details of current Trajectory-HMM frame-
work. In this chapter, I will explore the use of triphone models as a way to increase the
modelling capacity of the Trajectory-HMM. Besides using sub-word models, it is also
possible to employ more expressive state output distributions, which will be discussed
in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 introduces the tree-based triphone clustering algorithm as
implemented in HTK. Trajectory triphone training is then covered in Section 5.3. Ex-
perimental results are given in Section 5.4, and a conclusion i drawn in Section 5.5.
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5.1 Increase Modelling Details in HMMs
Generally speaking, there are two ways of increasing the modelling power of an HMM
system: enriching the state output distribution or using more detailed modelling units.
In the former approach, the single Gaussian output distribution with diagonal covari-
ance can be replaced by Gaussian mixture models, full covariance Gaussians or vari-
ants of neural networks, all of which have proved to deliver btter performance in
speech recognition. Among these, GMMs are the most popular choice for output distri-
bution as it only requires modest modification to the training a d decoding algorithms
of HMMs. Due to the effectiveness and ease of use of the GMM, ithas become the
standard choice for output distribution in today’s HMM-based ASR systems.
For the Trajectory-HMM, using Gaussian mixture models as the state output dis-
tribution brings challenges in both training and decoding.The parameter update al-
gorithm presented in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3 assumes that the Gaussian component
at each state has been fixed, which is similar to Viterbi training of HMMs. For mix-
ture models, the contribution of each mixture component at each state needs to be
considered in training and the likelihood function is the sum of all possible mixture
component combinations which, without the conditional independence assumption of
HMMs, will grow exponentially with the length of the training utterance. To prop-
erly update the parameters in a mixture model, a trajectory equivalent of Baum-Welch,
probably with approximation, needs to be discovered. The lack of such algorithm
makes trajectory training of Gaussian mixture components aformidable task at the
time of writing.
Similarly, the size of the search trellis will experience anexponential growth when
switched to mixture modelling. Considering the complexityof the monophone single
Gaussian decoder developed in Chapter 3, it will be impractic l o perform mixture
model decoding without efficient approximation method.
A second way to use detailed modelling structure is to replace the simple modelling
units (monophone) with more detailed ones, such as biphone or triphone models. A
triphone is basically a monophone enriched with left and right phoneme context. For
example, the monophone sequence:
sil dh i s w @ z sil
can be expanded into the folowing triphone sequence in HTK:
sil sil-dh+i dh-i+s i-s+w s-w+@ w-@+z @-z+sil sil
where a triphone unitdh-i+s shows an/i/ phone enriched with left context/dh/
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and right context/s/. Based on the surrounding phonetic context, a monophone mod l
can be expanded into a number of triphones with different left and right contexts. The
enhanced context provides a finer level of modelling constraints over monophone mod-
els, especially when the monophone output distribution is not sophisticated enough to
cope with the variation in the observation space caused by contextual changes.
Moving from monophone to triphone models, the number of phone models grows
significantly, which causes some problems. First, most triphone models in the train-
ing data only appear a handful of times, so there is not enoughdata to make a reli-
able estimate of the triphone parameters (the under-training problem). Second, not all
triphone models derived from monophones can be found in the training data. Thus
triphone models unseen in the training phrase will cause problems in recognition, or
when force-aligning new data. Tree-based clustering and parameter sharing technolo-
gies have been developed to solve the problem of training unseen triphones and to
improve the trainability of the model (Young et al., 1994). Before training begins, a
list of contextual questions, usually linguistically derived, is presented to the clustering
algorithm which will build a decision tree according to the questions. During training,
a sophisticated parameter sharing (also called parameter tying) method ties the param-
eter of acoustically similar phones together so that the output observations for those
tied models can be used to estimate the tied parameter. In therecognition stage, the
parameter of unseen triphone models can be identified to the clos st tried parameter
by tracing through the tree. Nevertheless, decoding a triphone system is much more
difficult as triphone context need to be examined at word boundaries. The reader is
referred to (Odell, 1995) for more details on that subject.
5.2 Triphone Clustering and Parameter Sharing
The triphone building method used in this chapter is the tree-based clustering method
as proposed in (Young and Woodland, 1994), and implemented ithe HTK toolkit. In
HTK’s decision tree clustering algorithm there are two commands working together
to control the clustering process:RO andTB, where two thresholdsfRO and fTB are
manually chosen to control the clustering process. First a file with statistics of occu-
pation of each state must be generated by running theHER st tool. Then along with
a list of manually provided questions theRO command is used with a thresholdfRO
to remove outlier states during clustering: this effectively controls which questions
are allowed to be used to split each node. Running theTB command will perform a
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top-down clustering of the states or models specified in its argument. The clustering
starts by placing all items in a single root node and then choosing a question from the
current set to split the node in such a way as to maximise the likelihood of a single
diagonal covariance Gaussian at each of the child nodes generating the training data.
This splitting continues until the increase in likelihood falls below thresholdfTB or no
questions are available which do not pass the outlier threshold test (Young et al., 2006).
Obviously the choice of thresholdsfRO and fTB will affect the number of parameters
in the final tied decision tree model. IffRO is too small, states that does not occur
many times in the training will be included in the clusteringprocess and will produce
a large tree. Conversely, if thefTB is set to be too large, very few states will be used
in the clustering and, as a result, a smaller tree with less parameters will be produced.
It is worth mentioning that it is not healthy for the final treeto have either too many
parameters (larger tree) or too few parameters (smaller tre). To many parameters, or
tree branches, will produce a tree that fits well on the training data but has otherwise
bad generalisation ability. Moreover, a tree with too many parameters is easier to suf-
fer under-training with limited amount of training data. Tree with too few parameters,
on the other hand, will be too generalised to perform well on unseen data. Thus a de-
cision tree model that balances between model complexity and ge eralisation ability
is likely to perform well. Unfortunately, this also means some tedious trial-and-error
experiments are needed to find the optimal combination offRO and fTB.
5.3 Triphone Parameter Update
Similar to building a monophone HMM that starts with a Baum-Welch trained model,
the triphone Trajectory-HMM is derived from a Baum-Welch trained triphone HMM.
A monophone single Gaussian output HMM was first trained, then t monophone
models were expanded into triphones and decision-tree clustering algorithm was ex-
ecuted to pool acoustically similar triphones together andcompact triphone model
was then generated and submitted to a few Baum-Welch updates, resulting in a triphone
baseline model.
To perform the trajectory parameter update, the number of Gaussi n mixture com-
ponents in baseline triphone was increased to 8 and was used to d rive a triphone state
alignment for training.
In a tied-state triphone system, the state output distribution from a few different tri-
phone models can be tied together to share the same physical emitting state. This dra-
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matically reduces the number of free parameters in the model. During trajectory train-
ing those tied structures are honoured and the shared Gaussian parameters are updated
accordingly. Theoretically speaking, the training complexity of triphone Trajectory-
HMM only depends on the number of physical emitting states, not the total number
of (logical) triphone states. In practice, however, the size of the triphone Trajectory-
HMM is restricted by the physical memory available, due to the fact that the matrix
storage for computing the gradient vectors (3.43) grows quadratically with the number
of Gaussian components.
5.4 Experimental Set-up and Result Analysis
Trajectory training using tied triphone parameters was imple ented, so the parameter
tying structure from HTK trained model can be honoured and upated accordingly.
I choose to only test it on the articulatory inversion task. Although it is possible to
modify the decoder to do phone recognition using triphones,thi is not done due to the
time constraint of the project.
The experiment condition was the same as that in Chapter 4. First a monophone,
single Gaussian output HMM system was trained using HTK. Then tr e-based state
clustering was conducted using theHHEd tool from HTK. Then triphone HMM align-
ment was derived from HTK trained triphone HMMs, whose Gaussian output mixture
components have been increased to 8-mixture. Following that, trajectory training was
executed with both mean and variance updated. And finally, articulatory trajectory
were estimated from triphone state alignment.
The monophone model as used in Chapter 4 has 45 phones each being modelled by
3 emitting states, yielding a total of 135 emitting states with single Gaussian output.
After expanding the monophone model to include all triphonemodels in the 368 train-
ing utterances, there are 5450 triphone models and a total 16350 emitting states, many
of which only occur once or twice in the training data. Therefo triphone clustering
and parameter tying are required to combat the data sparseness problem.
Different combinations ofRO andTB thresholds were investigated to give varied
number of tied triphone states. Then a few iteration of Baum-Welch estimation were
carried out to update the triphone model parameters. The training, validation and test-
ing split is the same as in Chapter 4, which is in accordance with the practice of other
published result on the same data (Richmond, 2002).
Table 5.1 lists the number of emitting states of different clustered triphone models
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#states fRO fT B #states fRO fTB #states fRO fTB #states fRO fT B
194 295 280 510 100 60 840 60 20 1175 35 50
210 250 290 539 90 90 872 55 40 1197 30 80
240 205 260 570 75 130 900 30 170 1230 25 110
270 195 130 601 65 150 930 40 100 1262 40 0
300 165 190 629 85 20 958 30 150 1296 15 180
330 145 180 661 45 190 987 30 140 1322 30 50
360 125 200 690 75 30 1022 30 130 1359 20 120
390 125 140 720 55 120 1040 25 160 1408 20 110
420 105 170 751 40 170 1076 25 150 1440 25 60
450 85 200 799 45 130 1109 35 70 1493 25 50
480 115 30 808 60 40 1137 35 60
Table 5.1: RO and TB thresholds and the resulting number of tied triphone states.
by varyingRO andTB thresholds. The smallest model has 194 physical emitting state ,
only marginally bigger than the monophone system, and the larg st one has 14931.
In the rest of this chapter I will present two triphone experiments. In section 5.4.1
triphone HMMs trained using standard Baum-Welch algorithmwill be used as the
inversion models to derive the articulatory estimate from the HMM state sequences
returned by acoustic HMMs. The result will be compared with that of the trajectory
updated monophone HMMs in chapter 4. The performance of trajectory updated tri-
phone HMMs will be evaluated in section 5.4.2.
5.4.1 Triphone Baseline HMM
The triphone HMMs, trained using standard Baum-Welch algorithm on articulatory
data, were used as inversion models to get the RMS generationerr r on training, val-
idation and testing sets. This will give us an idea if the increase of model parameters
(the number of physical emitting states) will result in better inversion performance,
even without trajectory parameter updating.
The training started from a two-stream, monophone model with single Gaussian
emitting states. Then the monophone units were expanded into tr phone using the
1Although the trajectory trainer developed can update triphone tied-states, the training experiments
were limited by the physical memory available, as triphone updates requires much more online storage
than monophone models. I was able to train triphone models upto 1500 tied states on hardware accessi-
ble, and will report results based on that figure. Please notethis is not a theoretical limitation but rather
a practical one, and could be conquered by designing an offline training algorithm that utilises external
storage.


















































Figure 5.1: The averaged RMS error of baseline triphone models with var-
ied number of tied states. Above: training data, middle: validation data,
bottom: testing data. The alignment on val/test data were derived by force
aligning the articulatory data using an 8-mixture component articulatory
HMMs (A-Align). Points marked with + are the lowest triphone RMS error
on corresponding data set.
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HHEd tool, and state occupying statistics on training data were colle ted. Following
that, the decision tree clustering was conducted with givenRO, TB thresholds to produce
a compact triphone model. Finally, the Gaussian mixture components in the acoustic
stream was increased to 8-mixture for deriving triphone HMMstate alignment for
inversion.
Figure 5.1 plots the RMS errors of different baseline triphone models with var-
ied number of emitting states on training, validation and testing data respectively.
The triphone alignments used for calculating the mean trajectories were derived by
force-aligning the articulatory data using the same triphone baseline HMM but with
8-mixture Gaussian output. The dashed lines give the corresponding RMS errors from
the monophone HMMs tested under the same condition (with monophone alignment,
see table 4.3 on page 68). The dots in the figure represent individual RMS errors, and
the tick lines are the result of quadratic fitting the individual points. It is easy to see
that all triphone models, regardless of the number of tied state , have a lower RMS
error than monophone model on corresponding data set. And the improvement are
statistically significant atp< 0.005. It seems models with more emitting states tend to
have a lower RMS error than those with fewer. This trend is more obvious on training
set but less so on validation and testing sets, suggesting overfitting occurred at around
1200 states, as seen in figure 5.2.
For the 43 different triphone models listed in table 5.1, theav rage RMS reduction
compared to corresponding monophone model are 0.22mm, 0.17mm and 0.16mm on
training, validation and testing set respectively. This suggests increasing model param-
eters is an effective way of enhancing the trajectory modelling power of Baum-Welch
trained HMMs.
In a real-world scenario the alignments for generating meantrajectories are not ob-
tained from articulatory HMMs, but by using acoustic HMMs ineither force-aligning
or decoding mode. It is more useful to look at figure 5.3, whereRMS errors are com-
puted by force aligning (S-Align) and decoding (S-Decode) using acoustic HMMs with
8-mixture Gaussian output. Again, dashed lines in figure 5.3represent the correspond-
ing RMS errors from monophone HMMs. (see table 4.6 on page 75). There prefix T-
and M- are for triphone and monophone respectively. The results in figure 5.3 confirm
that, even using alignment derived from speech, the triphone models still perform bet-
ter than monophone models by a wide margin. However, overfitting in terms of number
of model parameters seems to impact the result from S-Decodealignment earlier than
S-Align. The RMS errors of S-Decode on both validation and testing set go up quicker
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Figure 5.2: RMS errors per tied-state number on different data sets. The
RMS errors on validation and testing sets stop to decrease at around 1200
states, indicating overfitting occured with Baum-Welch trained triphone
HMMs.
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than those of S-Align. A possible explanation could be that alignment from decod-
ing speech, by its very nature, is inaccurate than force-alignment. And the overfitting
impact from increasing the number of model parameters couldkick in earlier. The
best RMS errors obtained on test set are 1.603 using 779 emitting states, and 1.757
using 510 emitting states, for S-Align and S-Decode alignmets respectively. Both
are significantly lower (statistically confirmed) than Baum-Welch trained monophone
model’s 1.765 and 1.878 (table 4.6). And the averaged RMS reduction triphone mod-
els compared to corresponding monophone models on test set are 0.14mm for S-Align
alignment and 0.09mm for S-Decode alignment, respectively.
Overall, the experimental results on Baum-Welch trained triphone systems con-
firm that increasing modelling detail can be an effective wayof reducing RMS mean
generation error of an HMM-based system, and the improvement is significant. This is
attractive in situation where a complete trajectory parameter updating is not affordable.
5.4.2 Effect of Trajectory Parameter Update
Given the performance gain from the Baum-Welch trained triphone models, it is ex-
pected that similar improvement can be obtained on trajectory trained triphone models
as well. In this section, let us look at the effect of trajectory training on triphone sys-
tems. Among the available training options, I choose to investigate rms-m update,
based on its good performance in Chapter 4 and the saving of training time compared
to variance update.
Figure 5.4 plots the RMS errors for different rms-m updated triphone models on
training, validation and testing set respectively. The alignments used for calculating the
RMS error figure were obtained by force-aligning the articulatory data with 8-mixture
articulatory baseline triphone HMMs. As usual, the dashed lines give the performance
of corresponding monophone rms-m updated models.
Looking on the top graph (training set), it is clear that moreparameters result in
significantly lower RMS errors on training set, compared to trajectory trained mono-
phone model. The average RMS error drops to below 1.00mm whenmore than 1109
emitting states were employed. The graphs from validation and testing set, however,
tell a different story. The trend is that more parameters actually increase the RMS er-
rors, rather than reducing it, suggesting a sign of overfitting. Figure 5.5, where S-Align
and S-Decode alignments were used, confirms the observationthat trajectory updating
triphone models tend to overfit the training data soon. This behaviour of trajectory
































Figure 5.3: RMS performances from triphone baseline models (red lines
with T prefix) with S-Align and S-Decode alignments. The dashed lines
mark the result from corresponding monophone models (blue lines with M
prefix).












































Figure 5.4: The averaged RMS error of rms-m updated triphone models
with varied number of tied states compared to trajectory trained mono-
phone model. Above: training data, middle: validation data, bottom: testing
data. The alignment on val/test data were derived by force aligning the ar-
ticulatory data using an 8-mixture articulatory HMMs (A-Align).
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trained triphone models is rather unexpected, consideringthe observed improvement
from Baum-Welch trained triphone models. Although, it is still ignificantly better
than any Baum-Welch trained model, be it monophone or triphone, there is not much
improvement over a trajectory trained monophone system.
5.5 Summary
Improving the performance of HMM system via detailed modelling units has a long-
standing tradition in ASR community. In this chapter, I explored the possibility of en-
riching the modelling power of Trajectory-HMM through tree-clustered triphone unit
with shared single Gaussian state output distribution. Using the HMM-based articu-
latory inversion method developed in Chapter 4, I was able tocompare the triphone
HMMs with their monophone counterparts under the same testing condition. The find-
ing, however, is mixed.
Simply increasing the number of (shared) HMM states, even only being trained
using Baum-Welch algorithm, will produce a much lower RMS inversion error com-
pared to a conventional monophone model. This helps explainthe practice of using
contextual-dependent models in modern HMM-based speech synt esis system where
trajectory training is not affordable: even without sophisticated trajectory training, the
model will have overall better performance than monophone model.
Trajectory training of triphone models is possible with state tying technique. How-
ever, overfitting will be a major problem as demonstrated in the present experiment, es-
pecially when more than three times as many states as of monoph e model are used.
Compared to monophone system, modest improvement in RMS error was observed.
Given the limited amount of data in the current MOCHA-TIMIT database, it may be
the case that the data is too small for properly estimating all the triphone parameters.
At the time of writing this, a new version of MOCHA-TIMIT is being constructed with
many more recordings. It will be helpful to train the triphone i version system on the
new data when it is available to see if there is any overfittinghere.
Another possible explanation for the close call between monophone and triphone
result is that the monophone Trajectory-HMM already has enough modelling power to
account for contextual variation so that going to more detail d triphone models does
not help much. This is similar to neural network based speechr ogniser where trained
monophone network was found to give comparable performanceto HMM triphone
system, due to the increased modelling power for contextualvariation.




































Figure 5.5: RMS performances from rms-m updated triphone models (red
lines with T prefix) with S-Align and S-Decode alignments. The dashed
lines mark the result from corresponding trajectory trained monophone




Chapter 4 and 5 demonstrate the usefulness of the Trajectory-HMM as a generative
component in modelling continuous feature trajectories. In the present chapter we will
look at the use of the Trajectory-HMM on a speech recognitiontask. The task is chosen
for a few reasons. First is the evident importance of speech rognition, which has been
the driving force for speech technology for decades since the early days of statistical
speech modelling in 1970s (Jelinek, 1976). Second, the recogniti n task differs from
articulatory inversion or speech synthesis in that recognitio is essentially a discrimi-
native problem: instead of seeking the similarity between the generated output and the
training data, the goal of recognition is to maximise the discrimination between acous-
tically similar targets. While there is certainly a relation between the reduction of error
rate and likelihood model fitness as demonstrated in conventional HMM modelling
(Rabiner, 1989), model fitness in terms of likelihood is generally not required for a
model to perform well on recognition. As a matter of fact, recent advances in large vo-
cabulary speech recognition are mostly built using a discriminative framework, either
by discriminatively estimating the acoustic model parameters (Povey and Woodland,
2001) or by introducing some discriminative feature transformation into the feature set
(Hermansky et al., 2000).
Dynamic features in the form of first and second-order regression coefficients have
been a standard part of the acoustic feature vector for nearly two decades (Furui, 1986).
HMM ASR systems do not take full advantage of the added constrai ts from the dy-
namic feature the ASR community employed today, primarily because it is easy to
implement and requires no changes to the HMM algorithms. Second, the delta and
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delta-delta features do contain some added information, despite the fact that it can not
be fully modelled by a conventionally trained HMM. Third, and most importantly, it
works very well in practice.
Phone recognition experiments were carried out on the MOCHA-TIMIT data. I
approached the recognition problem by directly decoding the acoustic signal using the
trajectory decoding algorithm described in chapter 3. Section 6.1 covers the general
difficulty of using Trajectory-HMM in recognition task. Section 6.2.2 discusses the
proposed decoder in detail. The experimental set-up is given in section 6.2 and the
results are presented and analysed in section 6.3. This chapter then finishes with a
discussion in section 6.4.
6.1 Trajectory-HMM in Recognition
Applying the Trajectory-HMM to recognition involves two components. First, the
model needs to be trained so that the Trajectory likelihoodp(c | q) can reflect the dy-
namic constraints from the use of dynamic features. Second,a search algorithm needs
to be developed to search for the most likely HMM state sequence corresponding to the
acoustic representation in terms of trajectory likelihood. Training a Trajectory-HMM
using the Viterbi approximation is straightforward, as shown in chapter 4. It is possible
to improve the quality of training by iteratively deriving abetter HMM training align-
ment utilising an aligning algorithm. Zen et al. (2004) shows such iterative training
resulted in improved likelihood on the training data.
Although in previous chapters it has been shown that RMS training criterion has
an edge over the MLE training objective, in the present work Iopt to only use MLE
training, as the decoder is designed to select the path with the ighest log-likelihood.
The main difficulty in decoding a Trajectory-HMM is that the correct use of the dy-
namic features will introduce inter-frame dependencies into the model. As a result, the
number of hypotheses grows exponentially with the length oft e utterance. Therefore,
direct decoding is a formidable task without proper approximation.
Previously work has opted to rescore N-best lists produced by a conventional HMM
(Tokuda et al., 2004)1. Using the proposed decoder described in section 3.4 it is pos i-
ble to perform decoding on the phone recognition task.
1We were able to replicate the N-best list rescoring experiment of (Tokuda et al., 2004), and decided
to focus on the use of a full scale decoder in the rest of this chapter.
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6.2 Experiment Set-up
I choose to evaluate the model on a speaker-dependent phone recognition task for two
reasons. First, it is a speaker-dependent task, so that we can isol te the potential effect
of speaker variation. Second, the size of the task is small but still with reasonable com-
plexity. The data contains around 450 utterances, and a single-Gaussian HMM system
has a phone error rate (PER) around 50%, leaving plenty room fr improvement.
To analyse the performance of the proposed decoding algorithm, I ran an English
phone recognition task using the speech data from the MOCHA-TIMIT database,
which contains one male speaker (msak0) and one female speaker (fsew0) with 460
TIMIT utterances for each. The first 400 sentences were used for training a mono-
phone Trajectory-HMM, and the remaining 60 sentences were used for testing. The
feature vector includes the standard 12 MFCC features plus the log energy, and their
delta coefficients. The vocabulary consists of 45 phones, each of which was modelled
by a 3-state left-to-right HMM with no skip. The output of HMMstate was modelled
by a single Gaussian with diagonal covariance. A phone loop grammar was used for
decoding.
6.2.1 Trajectory-HMM for Phone Decoding
The speech data was first processed to extract acoustic features: he standard 12th order
MFCCs plus log-energy. Then the dynamic features were computed and appended to
the static feature vectors. The monophone baseline HMMs were built using the Baum-
Welch algorithm as implemented in HTK, from which Trajectory-HMMs can be built.
The trajectory parameter update algorithm uses a Viterbi style training procedure,
and HMM state alignment is required. Similar to the articulatory inversion experiment
in chapter 4, I derive the training alignment using the baseline HMM. When force
aligning the training data, I experimented using differentnumbers of Gaussian mixture
components for the baseline HMM, in the hope that a better alignment can be achieved
with more mixture components.
6.2.2 The Trajectory Decoder
The decoder operates in a time-synchronous manner, using anexte ded token-passing
algorithm. It works by first creating a searching lattice, eith r from a phone-loop gram-
mar or from a Bigram language model, then propagating tokenscarrying node infor-
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mation around nodes in the lattice. There are a few factors that affect the speed of the
decoder:
1. The type of dynamic coefficients.
The delta and delta-delta features at each frame are calculated from the sur-
rounding frames. At each frame during decoding, lattice nodes from the adja-
cent frames have to be inspected to collect statistics necessary for computing the
partial trajectory likelihood. The more frames needed to calcul te the dynamic
features, the more computation is required, and the slower the decoding process
will be. The two types of dynamic coefficients studied in chapter 4, namely dw3
and dw9, span a window of 3 and 9 frames respectively. This putthe dw9 type
coefficient into considerable disadvantage in decoding. However, if the dynamic
features include only delta features but not the delta-deltas, the number of frames
for using the dw9 type coefficient reduces to 5 frames.
2. The number of delayed framesD.
The decoding process is organised in a left-to-right time-recu sive manner. The
partial log-likelihood at framet will need the intermediate statistics back tot−D
frames. As an approximation, the largerD is, the more accurate the resulting
likelihood value is, and the slower the decoding process will be. The minimal
value ofD will be half the size of dynamic coefficient window, in order to cor-
rectly accumulate the path statistics.
3. The complexity of the Grammar.
The decoder is capable of loading a bigram grammar expressedas a weighted
network. In each frame of the decoding process, the tokens inall active network
nodes need to be updated, which can be quite significant if a large network is
used. More complex grammar (such as a trigram model) impliesa bigger search
lattice and slower decoding.
Apart from the listed factors, another practical constraint is the physical memory avail-
able. On a 32-bit machine the decoder has access to a maximum of 4GB memory. An
initial experiment showed that the use of larger delayD on long utterance can easily
exceed the 4GB memory limit.
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6.3 Analysis of Decoding Result
I started from a conventional HMM trained using HTK. After tha , the optimal state
boundaries were obtained by running the decoder in alignment ode with a large delay
(D = 6). Then the model’s parameters were updated again based on the ew state
boundary information using trajectory mean update algorithm (3.43). This process
was iterated a few times until the trajectory likelihood on the raining data stabilised.
For decoding, a merging window of 5 frames (D = 2,L = 2) was used with no pruning.
The number of active nodes during decoding is of the order of 107 under this set-up.
Note that it is possible to get a better result than what is preented here by using larger
delays (D ≥ 3), or employing delta-delta features (requires a merging window of 9
frames), although heavy pruning had to be employed so that the decoder can run on
a machine with 2G RAM. Since the primary focus of this sectionis error analysis,
we did not include results from largerD, which can be biased by search errors caused
by pruning. Besides direct decoding, we also present the results from rescoring the
N-best list (N = 10,20 and 100) produced by the HTK-trained baseline HMMs. The
rescoring was done by re-aligning and scoring the N-best hypotheses with trajectory
trained HMMs (6-frame delay,D = 6). The phone error rates2 from direct decoding
are presented in table 6.1.
HMM Trajectory Decoding Log-likelihood
D = 1 D = 2 D = 1 D = 2
fsew0 50.56% 55.48% 54.79% -37.407 -37.210
msak0 52.68% 61.18% 58.96% -35.786 -35.367
Table 6.1: Phone recognition error rates for two speakers on the MOCHA-
TIMIT data. D = 1,2 is the number look-back frames for decoding. Per-
frame log-likelihood reported by the decoder is also presented.
Although using a larger delay (D = 2) helps achieve lower phone error rates com-
pared to the results from settingD to 1, the phone error rates of the Trajectory-HMM
2The results for the HTK-trained baseline HMMs were obtainedby tuning the HVite de-
coder’s -p parameter (log inter model trans penalty) to balance the different error measures (in-
sert/delete/substitution) and phone error rates, which was -1 for speaker fsew0, and -0.5 for msak0,
respectively. The same settings were used for trajectory decoding experiments.
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HMM N-Best N-Best + reference
N=10 N=20 N=100 N=10 N=20 N=100
fsew0 50.56% 49.73% 49.35% 49.35% 49.73% 49.35% 49.35%
msak0 52.68% 52.63% 52.58% 52.00% 51.81% 51.81% 52.00%
Table 6.2: N-best list rescoring results for two speakers on the MOCHA-
TIMIT data, with N = 10,20and 100.
(54.79% and 58.96%) are higher than those of a conventional HMM (50.56% and
52.68%). However, given the improvement obtained withD = 2, it is expected that
larger delays (D≥3) would give more error reduction. The figures in the Log-like hood
columns confirm that hypotheses returned by decoding with a large delay (D = 2) give
higher likelihood than those returned by running the decoder with D = 1.
While decoding directly does not give us a performance advantage over the HTK-
trained HMMs, I was able to get modest improvement by rescoring the N-best list.
Table 6.2 gives the results from N-best list rescoring. In all c ses the error rates re-
ported are lower than the baseline HMMs. And in general it canbe observed that the
largerN used, the lower phone error rates obtained. Including reference transcriptions
in the rescoring is found to have no effect on the results for speakerfsew0, and gives
modest improvement for speakermsak0. Manually inspecting the scores shows that
the scores of most reference transcriptions are lower than tose in the N-best list. This
suggests that when direct decoding is performed, where the search space is much larger
than rescoring an N-best list, the reference transcriptions will still not be selected. This
partially explains why we could not reduce the phone error rate by direct decoding. A
possible reason is that the training and decoding criterion, which is maximum trajec-
tory likelihood p(c | q,λ) , is not optimal for recognition. In other words, a higher
trajectory likelihood does not imply a lower recognition error. This is contrary to our
hypothesis that by modelling the correlation between frameobservations correctly, one
is able to get better discrimination between recognition targets.
To help categorise the errors, I now introduce some notationto define the concept
of phone level matching alignment. Lettwi denote the start frame of thei
th phone in a
transcription, then the duration and the central position of the ith phone can be written
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as:
d(wi) = twi+1 − twi (6.1)
c(wi) = twi +d(wi)/2 (6.2)
I define two phoneswi ,w j to have a matching alignment if:
{
|d(wi)−d(w j)| < δ
|c(wi)−c(w j)| < ε
(6.3)
whereδ and ε are small integers, and are set to 2 and 3 in this experiment. Also
I define f (wi) to be the per-frame likelihood of theith phonewi averaged over its
durationd(wi). Using the above definitions, I was able to classify phone recognition
errors into three groups:
1. modelling error: A phonewrec in the recognised transcription receives a much
higher score than the correct phonewre f with the matching alignment (as defined
by (6.3)) in the reference transcription:
f (wrec)− f (wre f) > ∆ (6.4)
where∆ is a positive number (∆ = 1.0 in this experiment).
2. confusion error: A phonewrec in the recognised transcription receives a score
higher than the correct phonewre f with the matching alignment in the reference
transcription, but the difference in score is relatively small:
f (wrec)− f (wre f) < ∆ (6.5)
3. insert/delete error: Because the model is capable of generati g a smoothed tra-
jectory, sometimes a phone trajectory is smoothed excessively to give a good fit
to the data, which is not the case in the reference transcription where the correct
alignment corresponds to two phoneswre f1,wre f2.
f (wrec)− f (wre f1 wre f2) > 0 (6.6)
It is possible to find an over-smoothed phone spanning over more than two
phones, although the inspection suggests that two phones are the most common
case.
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Figure 6.1: Smoothed mean trajectories for the first MFCC coefficient gen-
erated from transcription returned by the decoder (above) and the refer-
ence transcription (below) for one utterance in the test set. The shaded
areas correspond to a confusion error, an insert/delete error and a mod-
elling error, respectively.
Examples of all three kinds of errors are illustrated in figure 6.1, where smoothed
trajectories are generated for both decoded transcription(above) and reference tran-
scription (below) for one utterance in the testing set. The first shaded area highlights a
confusion error where both phone/p/ and phone/y/ have a good fit to the data. The
second shaded area shows an insert/delete error: phone/y/ is smoothed excessively
to give a better fit to the data than the correct phone sequence/ii-@/, which explains
why it is picked up by the decoder. A modelling error can be seen in the third shaded
area where the wrong phone/jh/ has a much better fit to the data while the correct
phone/s/ is not.
The distribution of the three error groups for the baseline HMM and the Trajectory-
HMM is given in table 6.3. The majority of errors of both models comes from mod-
elling error (53.72% and 62.42%), which is the mismatch betwe n the learnt model and
data. This type of error is difficult to get rid of unless a morecomplex output distribu-
tion, such as a Gaussian mixture model, is used to enhance themod lling power. The
Trajectory-HMM, which in general has a better fit to the speech data, actually com-
mitted 8.7% more modelling errors compared to the baseline HMM. This suggests that
the Trajectory-HMM may suffer a degradation of discriminaton by favouring an over-
smoothed phone trajectory that fits the data best among competing hypotheses. Both
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models have a similar number of insert/delete errors (28.41% and 26.39%), which can
be reduced by applying some sorts of penalty measure to control the length of phone
alignment. For confusion errors, the Trajectory-HMM makes6.7% fewer errors than
the conventional HMM (11.19% to 17.88%), which is still a large portion. Training
them discriminatively may provide better discrimination between acoustically similar
phones in this case.
modelling confusion insert/delete
HMM 53.72% 17.88% 28.41%
trajectory 62.42% 11.19% 26.39%
Table 6.3: Distribution of different error groups in the Trajectory-HMM decoding experi-
ment.
6.4 Summary
The decoding result of the Trajectory-HMM brings out some int resting findings: First,
the fact that the Trajectory-HMM can generate smoothed trajectory for speech data
does not necessarily mean a lower recognition error rate. Incontrast, we observed that
under certain conditions it may be difficult for a model beingtoo faithful to the data
to have good discrimination between competing hypotheses.This partially explains
why previously proposed alternative acoustic models that explicitly account for tem-
poral correlation in speech, such as Segmental Models and Linear Dynamic Models,
are not vastly superior to HMMs in practice. Second, like MLEtrained HMMs, the
MLE trained Trajectory-HMM also suffers from weak disambiguation between acous-
tically similar phones. Training the model discriminatively may help improve the ASR
performance, albeit with more computational expense.
It is worth mentioning that the observation made here differs rom that of an N-best
list rescoring approach by (Tokuda et al., 2004). The following factors may contribute
to the diverse results: first, our baseline system has a higher error rate than (Tokuda
et al., 2004)’s 19.7%, which suggests the MOCHA data we used is more noisy; second,
the search space of a full decoder is much larger than that of N-best re-scoring, and a
short delay (D = 2) has to be used to make decoding tractable, which compromises the
performance.
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In closing this chapter, the author emphasises that when seeking alternative acous-
tic models for speech recognition, one should pay more attention on the discriminative
power rather than the fitness between the learnt model and trai ing data. The increase
of likelihood on training data does not always lead to improved ASR performance, as
is the case in this experiment.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 A Brief Review
The focus of this thesis has been the exploration of the use ofTrajectory-HMMs in
speech modelling, an area that has been dominated by conventional hidden Markov
models for decades. The close relationship between a Trajectory-HMM and a normal
HMM makes the trajectory approach stand out from other attemp s in pursuing a dif-
ferent speech modelling method. While previous proposed “alternative” models are
mostly based on an entirely different framework from HMM as reviewed in chapter 2,
the Trajectory-HMM tries to “fix” the incorrect handling of dynamic features in HMM
while retaining the fundamental HMM infrastructure. The obvious benefit is that the
large repository of existing HMM algorithms can be re-used,and the time-honoured
HMM architecture (phoneme-based HMM models with Gaussian outputs) is retained.
However, being a model with a radically different output behaviour from HMMs, the
Trajectory-HMM can be regarded as a new model in many ways: the s epwise mean
output of HMMs for maximum likelihood generalisation is replaced by a smoothed
continuous trajectory, the decoding is coupled with intra-frame dependencies, and the
delta parameters are interpreted differently despite the fact that a Trajectory-HMM
has exactly the same parametric form as a conventional HMM with the same network
topology.
As the framework of Trajectory-HMM is still in a early stage of development, this
thesis is devoted to obtaining a deeper understanding of themodel in terms of: 1)
the trainability of the model parameters, 2) the increase ofm delling power by using
detailed modelling unit and, 3) the use of Trajectory-HMM indecoding task, with a
properly implemented decoding algorithm for Trajectory-HMM. The availability of the
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parallel articulatory-acoustic corpus MOCHA-TIMIT provided us with the opportunity
to test all these aspects on a single data set.
In chapter 4, the Trajectory-HMM was used in an articulatoryinversion task as the
generative component to produce recovered articulatory move ent from the acous-
tic representation of speech. The two components (articulaory and acoustic HMMs),
though seemingly serving different purposes, are connected by a common set of HMM
states acting as the intermediate stage of the inversion process. A systematic study of
the training behaviour was conducted using the articulatory inversion task. The com-
monly used MLE training criterion, while effective in reducing the mean RMS gener-
ation error on the task, was found to be less effective compared with an RMS training
objective that seeks to directly minimise the RMS error on the training data. For the
three kinds of individual parameter update methods, updating both mean and variance
simultaneously was found to be the most effective, albeit also the most computation-
ally expensive. The variance update, on the other hand, is the least effective parame-
ter update method investigated. And there is evidence (decreased log-likelihood) that
variance update moves the parameters towards a substantially different setting to other
parameter update methods, and is therefore less stable. This find ng suggests that,
when limited by computational power, a recommended training strategy is to only up-
date the mean parameter analytically, which is considerably f ster than gradient-based
approaches, with comparable performance. Furthermore, ithas been found that opti-
mal RMS reduction can be achieved by estimating the parameters of the two sets of
HMMs in a joint manner. One weakness of the present frameworkis that the static
output PDFs are limited to single Gaussians. While extending to GMMs is beyond the
scope of this thesis, within the particular articulatory inversion task it has been shown
that the system performance can be increased by obtaining more accurate HMM state
alignment using mixture-based acoustic HMMs.
Two types of commonly used dynamic coefficients were compared: the three-frame
dw3 type window as used in the HTS speech synthesis system, and the ine-frame dw9
type window as used in the HTK speech recognition system. Theexp riment reveals
that dynamic coefficients spanning a longer window are not necessarily better than
dynamic coefficients calculated from shorter window. In fact, the experimental result
shows that the two types of window each have their own strengths and weaknesses.
The dw9 type window is found to be superior for recognition, ad lso derives a more
accurate HMM state alignment from acoustic data compared with the dw3 type win-
dow. However, the mean output trajectory generated from dw9type coefficients is less
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smooth and is therefore completely unusable for the intended purpose of articulatory
inversion. The dw3 type window, on the other hand, yields a less accurate HMM state
alignment but provides a smoothed mean output trajectory. The finding, though con-
trary to the common assumption that longer dynamic window should work better in
all cases, gives us a hint of how to choose the dynamic coefficients. The articulatory
inversion accuracy can be further improved by using both type of dynamic coefficients
in a complementary way: the dw9 type coefficients were used for ac ustic HMMs and
for articulatory modelling, the dw3 type dynamic features were used.
A natural way of increasing the modelling power of a statistical model is to use
more free parameters. However, more parameters do not always result in better per-
formance, especially when overfitting occurs. Chapter 5 investigates the Trajectory-
HMM using triphone modelling units as an alternative way to employ more param-
eters via Gaussian mixture models. The findings, however, were mixed. The Baum-
Welch trained models were found to benefit greatly by moving the modelling unit from
monophone to triphone, with a steady reduction in RMS mean generation errors on the
testing set, as the number of triphone emitting states increases. This suggests that tri-
phone modelling can be effective when trajectory training is not affordable. Such an
observation helps explain the success of Baum-Welch trained HMMs in model-based
speech synthesis where the modelling units are linguistically enhanced contextual fea-
tures (Zen and Toda, 2005). On the other hand, the trajectorytrained triphone models,
while having a reduced RMS error on the articulatory task compared to the conven-
tional monophone HMMs, are no better than monophone Trajectory-HMMs. A possi-
ble explanation could be that a properly trained monophone Trajectory-HMM already
accounts well for the contextual variation in the speech. Moving from monophone to
triphone thus has little gain, subject to the limited amountof data we have. Of course,
such claim needs to be examined on larger data sets.
A practical difficulty of using Trajectory-HMM for speech recognition is the lack
of a proper decoding algorithm: decoding Trajectory-HMMs always results in some
trade-offs, due to the exponential growth of the search space. in Chapter 6 the proposed
trajectory decoding algorithm was exercised on a monophonerecognition task. The
results on the MOCHA-TIMIT data suggest that the MLE trainedTrajectory-HMM
loses some discriminative power compared to Baum-Welch trained HMMs. Under
certain conditions, it was observed that the Trajectory-HMM can be “too faithful” to
the data to have good discrimination between competing hypot esises.
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7.2 Future Research
The use of Trajectory-HMM in speech processing is still in its early stages. Based on
the findings in this work, the author would like to highlight some possible directions
for future research:
1. Multi-rate Modelling
Most current ASR systems work on a frame-based representatio of acoustic
signal, usually sampled at a 10ms interval. With the help of dynamic features,
short-term temporal information up to 100ms can be incorporated into an HMM
system. However, acoustic variability that evolves slowlyover longer time scales
such as the coarticulation effect at the syllable level, is better modelled as a dif-
ferent scale. A multi-rate model fits nicely in scenario where speech patterns
from different time scales, such as phones and syllables, armodelled at dif-
ferent levels. In a typical two-rate acoustic model (Cetin,2005), the fine scale
corresponds to the traditional phone HMMs with cepstral features, while the
coarse scale can be used to model features extracted from a long-term window
characterising either phones broadly, or syllable structure and stress (Chen et al.,
2004).
A multi-rate modelling paradigm is attractive for use with the trajectory frame-
work because long-term dynamic patterns in speech (such as te ar iculatory
features (Frankel et al., 2000, 2007)) can be captured and modelled in the same
way as a phone-level Trajectory-HMM models short-term dynamics through the
use of feature derivatives.
2. Alternative Decoding Objective Function
The decoding algorithm proposed in this thesis operates on the maximum like-
lihood principle: the state sequence with the highest trajectory log-likelihood
logp(c | q,λ), subject to decoding constraints, will be returned. This may not be
the preferred criterion for recognition, where a model withgood disambiguation
between recognition targets is preferred. This concern canbe seen by analysing
the recognition result which suggests maximum likelihood training tend to re-
duce the discriminative power of the trained Trajectory-HMM model. Neverthe-
less, as demonstrated in chapter 4, it is possible to optimise the model parameter
to directly minimise the output mean generation error on thedata. If we change
the decoding criterion to selecting the state sequence withthe lowest RMS gen-
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cq in (7.1) is the trajectory mean vector given the state sequenceq, which is tra-
ditionally calculated by backward variable substitution in linear equations (see
Appendix A.5). Ifcq could be computed in a left-to-right, time recursive man-
ner, maybe with some approximation, little modification is required to imple-
ment the RMS decoding objective within the token-passing trajectory decoding
framework.
3. Development of More Efficient Algorithms
The trajectory training algorithm is much slower than HMM’s. The bottleneck
is the calculation of covariance matrixPq, which is the inverse of the precision
matrix Rq. As high-dimensional matrix inversion method is very computation-
ally demanding, it will be worth to investigate method to speed up the process.
BecausePq itself is a square matrix with the off diagonal elements being close
to zero, it makes sense to develop special matrix inversion method that only
calculate the central diagonal elements. The resulting matrix, though is an ap-
proximate, is likely to greatly speed up the training process with little impact on
the training accuracy. Other areas of improvement include efficient approxima-
tion of probability of Gaussian mixture components in Trajectory-HMM, which





Notation Description Dimensionality Comments
T length of a state sequence (frames) scalar
M dimensionality of the static feature vector scalar usually13 for MFCC frontend
N number of Gaussians in a Trajectory-HMM scalar
L half width of the dynamic window scalar
q HMM state sequence overT frames T ×1
c static feature vector sequence overT frames TM×1
o augmented feature vector sequence overT frames 3TM×1
µq mean vector for the augmented observationo 3TM×1
Σq covariance matrix for the augmented observationo 3TM×3TM
wt transforming matrix such thatot = wtc 3M×TM
W transforming matrix such thato = Wc 3TM×TM not invertable
m mean vectors of the trajectory model 3MN×1
φ vector of diagonal covariances of the model 3MN×1 Σ−1q = diag(Sqφ)
Φ global variance diagonal matrix of the model 3MN×3MN Φ = diag(φ)
Sq transforming matrix so thatµq = Sqm 3TM×3MN not invertable butΣ−1q Sq = Sqφ
cq mean vector ofp(c | q,λ) TM×1
Pq covariance matrix ofp(c | q,λ) TM×TM full matrix
Rq inverse covariance (precision) matrix ofp(c | q,λ) TM×TM M(4L+1)-band diagonal
Zq normalisation term for state sequenceq scalar
A.2 Correctness of the Normalisation Term Zq
Since the probability density function of the Trajectory-HMM p(c | q,λ) is obtained
by multiplying a normalisation termZ−1q to p(o | q,λ), the probability density function
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of the conventional HMM, we can seeZq is the correct term if it satisfies:
p(c | q,λ) = 1
Zq
p(o | q,λ) (A.1)
SubstitutingZq as given in 3.25 into the right hand side of (A.1) we have:
1
Zq
























−µTq Σqµq + rqTPqrq
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(A.2)


































































=N (c | cq,Pq) (A.11)
=p(c | q,λ) (A.12)
A.3 Derivative of the Log-likelihood Objective Function
The derivative and gradient vectors of objective function play an important role in
parameter optimisation. The log-likelihood objective function is:
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logp(c | q) = −1
2
{
TM log(2π)− log|Rq|+cTRqc+ rTq Pqrq −2rqTc
}
(A.13)
The derivative of log(c | q) w.r.t mean parameter vectorm is:





(rTq Pqdrq + r
T
q Pqdrq−2cTdrq)
=(cT − rTq Pq)drq
=(cT −µTq Σ−1q WPq)WTΣ−1q dµq
=(cT −mTSTq Σ−1q WPq)WTΣ−1q Sqdm
=(cT −mTΦSTq WPq)WTSqΦdm (A.14)
Therefore the derivative w.r.tm:
d log(c | q)
dm
= (cT −mTΦSTq WPq)WTSqΦ (A.15)
Transpose to get the gradient vector w.r.t.m:
∂ log(c | q)
∂m
= ΦSTq W(c−PqWTSqΦm) (A.16)
For the derivative w.r.t variance parameter vector:
d log(c | q) = 1
2












(tr(Pq(dWTΣ−1q W))−ccT(dWTΣ−1q W)+PqrqrTq Pq(dWTΣ−1q W)




(tr(WPqWTdΣ−1q )−WccTWTdΣ−1q +WPqrqrTq PqWTdΣ−1q




(tr(WPqWTdΣ−1q )−WccTWTdΣ−1q +WcqcTq WTdΣ−1q
−2µqcTq WTdΣ−1q +2µqcTWTdΣ−1q ) (A.17)
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Therefore the derivative w.r.t.Σ−1q :






WPqWT −WccTWT +WcqcTq WT −2µqcTq WT +2µqcTWT
)
(A.18)
BecauseΣ−1q = diag(Sqφ), Derivative w.r.tφ :







WPqWT −WccTWT +WcqcTq WT
−2µqcTq WT +2µqcTWT
) (A.19)
Here the diag−1 operator retrieves the diagonal elements of a matrix into a vector.
Note it is common practice to optimise variance parameter inlog domain (logφ) to
avoid numerical problem so and extraφ term need to be multiplied to (A.19).
A.4 Derivative of the Sum Mean Square Error Objective
Function
It is possible to directly minimise the RMS generation erroron the training data. The

























Therefore the derivative w.r.t. mean parameter vectorm is:



























The optimisedm can be obtained by setting the gradient vector to zero and solve
the set of linear equations:
ΦSTq WPqPqW
TSqΦm = ΦSTq WPqc (A.31)














































The gradient vectors A.30 and A.37 are mathematically equivalent to the parameter
update rule given in (Wu and Wang, 2006), where the task was tominimise generation
error on acoustic HMMs for speech synthesis.
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A.5 Implementation Details
Directly implementing the trajectory algorithms as matrixcomputation manipulation
is inefficient in practice, since the dimensionality of matrices involved is of the order
of TM and most entries of the matrices are zeros. Several tricks are used to reduce the
computation burden utilising the sparse structure of the matrices.
First notice that the precision matrixRq and the vectorq are defined as:
Rq = WTΣ−1q W (A.38)
rq = WTΣ−1q µq (A.39)
The elements in thetth row of Rq andrq can be fully determined by inspecting values
of W,Σ−1q andµq within a window of[t−L, t +L]1. More specifically, it is possible to
write out the general terms of the elements on thetth row of Rq andrq as2:

















whereRq[t, t +k] denotes the element ofRq at index(t, t +k) andrq[t] denotes thetth
element ofrq. w(n)(γ)(n = 0,1,2;γ = −L, . . . ,L) are the coefficients of the dynamic
features for the static, delta and delta-delta features respectively.σ(n)t andµ
(n)
t are the
covariance and mean value of thetth HMM state for thenth order feature (n = 0,1,2).
1Note in our implementation any entry of t beyond [0,T) is ignored.
2The notation here is for full matrix. The notation is slightly different for banded matrces:















Uq[t − j,0]2 k = 0
Uq[t,k] =
Rq[t,k]−∑min(t,2L)j=1 Uq[t − j, j] ·Uq[t − j, j +k]
Uq[t,0]
0 < k≤ 2L
gq[t] =
rq[t]−∑min(t,2L)j=1 Uq[t − j, j] ·gq[t − j]
Uq[t][t]
for t from 1 to
cq =
gq[t]−∑2Lj=1Uq[t, j] ·cq[t + j]
Uq[t,t]
for t from T down to 1
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Similarly, thetth row of the Cholesky-decomposition matrixUq in (3.50) and the
tth element of the vectorgq in (3.57) can be computed from the partial values ofRq up
to timet (by solvingUTq gq = rq). cq can be calculated in a similar manner. Therefore






Uq[t − j, t]2 k = t
Uq[t,k] =
Rq[t,k]−∑min(t,2L)j=1 Uq[t − j, t] ·Uq[t − j,k]
Uq[t, t]
t < k≤ t +2L
gq[t] =
rq[t]−∑min(t,2L)j=1 Uq[t− j, t + j] ·gq[t− j]
Uq[t, t]
for t from 1 to T
cq =
gq[t]−∑2Lj=1Uq[t, t + j] ·cq[t + j]
Uq[t, t]
for t from T down to 1
Thus in the course of the decoding we only need to look aheadL frames in order
to compute thetth row of Uq and gq, which is needed in computing the factorised
normalisation termZ(t)qt+L .
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